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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MftSSACtRJSSTTS 
Twexxty-sixtb Annual Report 
of the
Department of Public Works 
Year Ending June 30, 1946
To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives of 
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts :
In accordance with the provisions of the law, I have the 
honor, as Commissioner of lublic Works, to submit the twenty— 
sixth annual report of the Department of Public works for the 
year ending June 30, 1946.
The organization of the Department as defined in
Chapter 16, General Laws, Tercentenary Edition, was as follows:
Commissioner of PublieHîorks: HERMAN A. MacDONALD toApril 24, 1946
JOSEPH F. CAIHRES beginning 
Kay 1, 1946
Associate Commissioner : GEORGE WCKRYYivR toMarch 13, 1946 
GEORGE G. HYLAND beginning 
March 13, 1946
Associate Commissioner: JOSEPH P. DETER toJanuary 23, 1945 
JOSEPH F. CAIRN2S from 
January 23, 1946 to 
May 1, 1946
RALPH A. PALLADIHQ beginning 
May 8, 1946
Director, Division of Waterways: RICHARD K. HALE
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With the cessation of hostilities in Europe during the previous 
fiscal year and in Japan during the early part of the present year, an 
attempt was rnde to rssuxae normal highway construction. 'This was hampered 
somewhat by the lack of materials, the labor shortage and the necessity 
of meeting the Federal government rules as to essentiality.
Major Federal Aid projects, supervised by the Construction 
Division, on which construction work was begun during the period, 
included the construction of a bridge over the Westfield River in 
«gawam and Test Springfield, at a contract coat of ,203,576.94; 
the construction of 2-l/2 miles of highway in .mherst and Leverett, 
at a contract cost of £357,492.50; the construction of 3.8 miles 
of the florth-South Road in Chicopee and South Hadley, at a contract 
cost of „594,457.00; the reconstruction of 3.4 miles of the 
Concord- ’©stainster Highway in Fitchburg and Westminster, at a 
contract cost of #789,634.35; and the reconstruction of 1.6 miles 
of the northern Circumferential Highway in Lynnfield, at a contract 
cost of *286,978,80.
Also, during this fiscal year, considerable work was done 
under two contracts for the relocation of 1.3 miles of highway on 
Maple and Mechanic ¿streets in Templeton and 3.7 miles on Route 202 
in Templeton and 'ineheadon, made necessary by the construction by 
the United Ltates Aar Department of the Birch Hill Desa. The total 
of the two contracts Involved amounted to *455,042.40. The 
Commonwealth will be reimbursed by the United states var Department for 
the cost of the work.
Iramedlately after the ending of the war with Japan in August
1945, certain wartime restrictions were abolished. Gasoline 
rationing and speed limits were lifted and the sale of gasoline
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ia unlimited quantities together with the resumption of f&m&r- 
speed limits immsdiately reflected, particularly in larger 
communities, eori^spending increases la traffic congestion and 
accidents, and this in turn meant Increased activities for the 
traffic Division of the Department* At this time too-, in order 
to properly provide for the safety of the traveling publie, it 
was accessary to replace many old traffic signs by the erection 
of new ones and to Install and ¡maintain pavanant marking» on 
Important routes throughout the state*
The Project Division conducted field studies and recunmiaance 
surveys far proposed location of bypasses and connections of grain 
highway routes and made surveys, designs and estimate# for project® 
financed in whole or in part with Federal funds, for Chapter 9Q 
projects and for three projects involving the construction of 
runways at the General toward Lawrence Logan .-airport at Last Boston* 
To increase the efficiency and scope of the aefmrteant*® 
Laboratory, a new 300,000 pound universal testing taachine was 
purchased and installed, and it is believed that its use «fill 
result in a considerable saving to the Cetamonwealth*
The routine maintenance activities of the Department were 
carried on by the Maintenance Division subject to the continuing 
shortages in material, equipment and manpower* However, it was 
possible to use more asphalt and tar for highway purposes when 
wartime restrictions were reeved, and about 270 miles of State 
highways were surface-treated during the year*
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Under the provisions of Chapter 690 of the Acts of 1945» 
approved July 24, 1945, the care, control and ¡uaintenance of 
public highway bridges with a clear span of not les© than 20 
feet, located on a through route, including ary former bridge 
in direct continuation ©f a State highway but excluding certain 
bridges referred to in the Act, were transferred to the Depart­
ment on January 1, 1346, provided that prior to that date the 
public authority in charge of such bridge filed with the Depart­
ment approval of such transfer* Accordingly, on January 1, 1946, 
the Department assumed responsibility for the maintenance and 
operation of 346 additional bridges, including 9 drawbridges*
Under the provisions of Chapter 234 of the Acts of 1946, 
approved April 24, 1946, with an emergency preamble, the Division 
of Motor Vehicles, to be known as the registry of Motor Vehicles, 
was established in the Department of Public dorks but in no 
manner subject to its control* Tim annual report of the Aegiatry 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1946 will be filed as a 
separate document and not as a part of the Department’s annual 
report, as formerly*
Under the provisions of Chapter 612 of the Acts of 1946, 
approved June 15, 1946, the Outdoor Advertising Authority was 
created and its powers and duties defined, which Authority is 
authorised to make, amend or repeal rules and regulations for 
the proper control and restriction of billboards, signs and other 
devices, sweept as provided in Section 32 of Chapter 93 of the 
General Laws, on public ways or on private property within public 
view of any highway, public park or reservation*
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The Division of Waterways and Public Lands exercised administrative 
control over certain Commonwealth lands and over rivers, harbors, 
tidewaters and foreshores and made extensive studies for the development 
of the General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport.
Chapter 582 of the Acts of 1946, approved June 14, 1946, with 
emergency preamble, provided for the establishment by the Coramlssioner 
of Public works of a bureau for the maintenance and operation of the 
General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport.
The Bureau of Airport Management as established in 1941 in the 
Division of Waterways has been superseded by the Bureau to be 
established by this Act.
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The engineering and clerical staff of the Department was as 
follows:
Chief Engineer, RAYMOND V/. COBURN 
Highway Engineer, (Projects) GEORGE H. DELANO 
Highway Engineer, (Construction) FRANCIS T. McAVGY 
Highway Engineer, (Maintenance) JAMES E* LAWRENCE
Highway Engineer, (Traffic) ELGAR F. COPSLL 
Bridge Engineer, RALPH 0. SPOFFORD
District Highway Engineers —
Bistrict Ho, 1, GEORGE A, CURTIS: — The cities and towns of 
Berkshire County; the towns of Worthington, Mlddlefield 
and Huntington in Hampshire County and the towns of Chester, 
Montgomery, Russell, Blandford and Tolland in Hampden County.
District Ho, £, CYRIL B. RAYMOND: — *The cities and toms of 
Franklin County; the cities and towns of Hampshire County, 
except the towns of Huntington, Mlddlefield and orthlngton; 
the cities and towns of Hampden County, except the towns of 
Blend.ford, Hr infield, Chester, Holland, Monson, Montgomery, 
Palmer, Russell, Tolland and Wales,
District Ho, 3, MARTI!* J. DALTON:— The cities and towns of 
Worcester County (including the town of Harvard, for construction 
only) and the towns of Brimfield, Holland, Monson, Palmer and 
Wales in Hampden County,
District Ho. 4, FRED D. DARIN:— The cities and towns of 
Middlesex County (including the cities of Malden and Melrose, 
for construction only); the towns of Wellesley and Brookline in 
Norfolk County; the t o m  of Harvard, for maintenance only, in 
Worcester County and the city of Boston in Suffolk County,
District Mo* 5, CHARLES A. FRITZ:— The cities and towns of 
Essex County; the cities of Malden and Melrose, for maintenance 
only, in Middlesex Countyn the town of linthrop and the cities 
of Chelsea, Rever# alid/Boston in Suffolk County*
District Ho, 6, FRANK. A. CHADS:—  The cities and towns of 
Norfolk County, except the town of Cohasset; the.cities and 
towns of Bristol County; sections of the city of Brockton in 
Plymouth County and/the city of Boston in Suffolk County,
District No. 7, LEWIS R. SELLS«:— The cities and towns of 
Plymouth County (including sections of the city of Brockton); 
the town of Cohasset in Norfolk County and the towns of 
Barnstable, Dukes and Nantucket Counties,
District Waterways Engineer:— EYERETT N. HUTCHIND
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Secretary, MARY A* RILEY to November 15, 1945*
MARY S. McMGRRGW beginning November 15, 1945
Department Business Agent, FEED FAIR
Acting Airport Manager, FEED L* JACKSON
During the past fiscal year the majority of the men and 
women who were in military service have returned to their former 
positions in the Department. The following five members of the 
Department, however, did not return*
Lieutenant Colonel 1. Adrian Hancock, united States Army,
died while in military service 
2
Captain Donald R. MacDonald, United States Army,
killed in airplane accident 
3Captain Carl H. Morrill, United States Army,
died while in military service 
4Herbert Patriquin, Ship*s Cook Second Class, United States Navy,
killed in action 
5Second Lieutenant Robert Toner, United States Army,
killed in action
1.
2.3.
4.
5.
Anme Address
12 Crescent Avenue, Revere 147 Moreland Street, Hoxbury 
12 Fairview Terrace, Greenfield 
Washington Street, *3aalt Norton 
Park Street, North Attleborough
♦Retired.
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A detailed report of the activities of the Department for 
the year is presented herev/ith.
JOSEPH F. CAIRKESJuly 1, 1946 Commissioner of Public Works
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~r~~~ 
O . O I N  July 1, 5 o mi sioner f 1i  r s 
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3H3CIAL REPORTS TO THE LEGISLATURE
The Department was authorized and directed by the Legislature 
to make certain investigations and reports, and reports thereon 
were made as follows!
House Ho, 176, Special Heport of the Department of Public 
Work® Relative to the Abolition of Certain Railroad Grade Crossings 
in the City of Cambridge and the Town of Framingham, made December
4, 1945, in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 48, Resolves 
of 1945.
House Ho. 341. Special Report of the Department of Public 
Works Relative to the Care, Control and Maintenance of Certain 
Public Highway Bridges, made January 2, 1946, in accordance with 
the provisions of Section 1 of Chapter 690 of the Acts of 1945.
House Ho. 1478. Supplementary Report of the Department of 
Public Works Relative to the Care, Control and Maintenance of 
Certain Public Highway Bridges, made January 25, 1946, in accord­
ance with the provisions of Section 1 of Chapter 690 of the Acts 
of 1945.
House Ho. 342. Report Relative to Six-Year Post-War Highway 
Construction Program, made January 2, 1946, in accordance with the 
provisions of Section 6 of Chapter 689 of the Acts of 1945.
-
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEGISLATION
The Commissioner of Public Works presented to the State Secretary- 
on December 5, 19^5* as required by law, that part of the current annual 
report which contains recommendations or suggestions for legislative ac­
tion as follows:-
1. TO PROVIDE FOR ALTERATIONS OF CROSSINGS OF STATE HIGHWAYS AND
RAILROADS*
Sections 59 to 64, inclusive, of Chapter 159 of the General Laws, 
relate to the alteration of highway and railroad crossings, not involving 
the abolition of crossings at grade. Section 6l provides for the appoint­
ment of a commission of three disinterested persons to determine which 
party shall carry into effect the changes in the location of the railroad 
or highway, and which parties shall pay the charges and expenses of 
the alterations, and the future charges for keeping the bridge or cross­
ings in repair. It has been the practice of the Department, If possible 
before undertaking such work, to come to an agreement with the railroad 
and other interested parties as to who shall do the work and how the costs 
of the alteration and all future maintenance shall be apportioned. In 
such instances the appointment of a commission would seem to be unnecessary. 
If in these cases the appointment of a commission could be dispensed with, 
it would save the Commonwealth and the other Interested parties consider­
able expense.
2. RELATIVE TO THE SPEED OF MOTOR VEHICLES AND THE OPERATION THEREOF 0N
STATE HIGHWAYS.
Authority to control the speed of motor vehicles on State highways 
by means of signs appears necessary. The desire to cover distance in the 
shortest possible time will most certainly be renewed when the present re­
striction of 35 miles per hour Is removed. The hazards of former years 
of course, be the same and more pronounced. Lacking authority to
/ 
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control and direct speed by signs, the excessive rates may be reflected in 
an upward trend of accidents on State highways.
5. TO PROVIDE THAT VEHICLES SHALL KEEP TO THE RIGHT OP THE MIDDLE OP THE 
ROAD UNLESS THERE IS AN UNOBSTRUCTED VIEW OP AT LEAST 600 FEET 
INSTEAD OF THE JOO-FOOT LIMIT UNDER THE PRESENT LAW.
Recent surveys indicate that one important factor which may be used
in helping to reduce accidents on highways is by increasing the minimum
clear sight distance which a vehicle must have before it may pass another
vehicle proceeding in the same direction. Several States have already
enacted legislation increasing this minimum sight distance for passing.
4. TO REGULATE THE EMPLOYMENT OF TEMPORARY LABORERS, CHAUFFEURS AND 
WORKMEN BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS.
The purpose of this aot is to exempt from the Civil Service Rules 
and Regulations men employed in the winter months on snow-removal work 
and those who are employed during emergencies, sueh as hurricanes and 
other disasters. Employees could be obtained on an emergency status under 
Civil Service, but the limited number of days which they would be allowed 
to work would handicap the Department to such an extent that the work 
would be adversely affected. The men on snow-removal work are obtained 
on short notice, usually in the centers of population or along the State 
highway routes, and work only a few hours or at most a few days, and then 
do not work again until there is another snow storm. As emergency em­
ployees, they probably would not be available after the middle of the 
season, as they would have worked their allotted time. If temporary em­
ployees are used, It is difficult to get a sufficient number who will agree 
to work only when required on account of snow or other emergencies. Even 
those who do agree are reluctant to report because of the hour at which 
they are called. Both of these types of employees at the expiration of
the period revert to their original status on the Civil Service list, andemployees during
receive no benefits from Civil Service. To secure/such emergencies from 
the Civil Service list requires a great deal of paper work in connection
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with their employment, which seems to be unnecessary. The passage of the 
accompanying bill is therefore recommended.
5. TO PROVIDE FOR THE LAYING OUT AND CONSTRUCTION OF A BOSTON CENTRAL
ARTERY.
For many years the Department has recognised the fact that one of 
the worst traffic bottlenecks in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts exists 
in the city of Boston, and has been working on reconnaissance plans in an 
attempt to alleviate this situation. A bill is submitted herewith provid­
ing for the engineering and construction of the Boston Central Artery which 
will relieve to a very great extent the congestion within the city limits 
and provide for free passage of motor vehicles without the constant ir­
ritation and delay that now occurs daily.
The Department, in the bill submitted, suggests a certain apportion­
ment of the cost, which is far more liberal on the part of the Commonwealth 
than that adopted in a great many States. In some of the large western 
States the city has assumed all of the land damage costs, which in this 
particular instance, amount to approximately 50 per cent of the total cost 
of the project.
The estimated cost of this project is approximately $50,000,000 and, 
if constructed, would give to the city of Boston a fifty million dollar 
highway for approximately $10,500,000.
6. RELATIVE TO CERTAIN HARBOR AND WATERWAY IMPROVEMENTS.
The Congress of the United States has approved fifteen projects for 
the improvement of harbors outside of Boston Harbor, subject to certain 
local conditions which must be met. Some of these projects have been al­
ready accepted by the General Court, as in Chapter 86 of the Resolves of 
19*11, and it is recommended that the remaining projects be authorised at 
this time subject to appropriation.
7. TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS TO MAKE PROVISIONS FOR
THE CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF THE GENERAL EDWARD LAWRENCE LOGAN 
AIRPORT AT EAST BOSTON AND THE LAURENCE G. HANS COM FIELD, BOSTON 
AUXILIARY AIRPORT, AT BEDFORD.
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It is recommended that additional funds be provided for the continued 
development of the General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport at East Boston, 
including the construction of the main building, hydraulic fill for aux­
iliary runways, and for filling and grading, and acquiring and improving 
additional land and flats; and that sufficient funds be included to meet 
whatever capital charges may be necessary in acquiring from the federal 
government buildings and lands or rights therein, including railroad 
tracks and roadways, and for equipment for use in connection with the ac­
quisition and improvement of the Laurence G. Hans com Field in Bedford.
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The following is a list of all the rales and regulations made 
or promulgated by the Department and in force and effective on 
June 30, 1946s
m*ES AMD HB60IATIQMS FOR DETSHMIHIBS THE HORSE POifER OF MOTOR
VEHICLES, made by the Department on October 27, 1925* These 
rules prescribe the formula which shall be used in making 
this determination*RULES AMD REGULATIONS CONCERNING HEADLAMPS ON MOTOR VEHICLES, 
made by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles on November 12,
1968, and approved by the Department on November 14, 1928* 
These rules specify the number of headlamps required, the 
intensity of the lights and the manner in which the lenses 
and reflectors shall be adjusted*HOLES AND REGULATIONS FOR DETERMINING REGISTERED HEIGHT OF MOTOR 
VEHICLES, etc., made by the Commissioner of Public Lorks on 
December 23, 1930* These rules prescribe the factors to 
be used in determining the registered weight of motor 
vehicles, trailers and semi-trailer units used for the 
transportation of goods, wares and merchandise*
RULES AND REGULATIONS C-KCEl'TOIG SCHOOL BUSES, made by the 
Registrar of Motor Vehicles on September 9, 1932, and 
approved by the Department on September 13, 1932* These 
rules require the periodic inspection of school buses to 
determine whether they are properly equipped and maintained* 
RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR DRIVING ON STATS HIGHWAYS, adopted by 
the Department on September 26, 1933, and approved by the 
Governor and Council on October 1, 1933* These rules direct, 
govern and restrict the movement of vehicles on State high­
ways* Section 12, relating to stopping and turning signals, 
was amended April 13, 1936, and August 26, 1936, but the 
amendments have been declared to be unconstitutional - 298
Mass* 417*RULES AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING MOTOR VEHICLE EQUIPMENT, cade 
by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles on October 10, 1933, and 
approved by the Department on the same date* These rules 
reciulre that every motor vehicle shall be so constructed 
and maintained that the operator shall have a clear view 
ahead, that the windshield shall be equipped with a wiper, 
and that nothing shall be attached to the windshield to
obstruct the view of the operator*I M S  AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING BRAKES ON MOTOR VEHICLES, made 
by the registrar of Motor Vehicles on October 25, 1933, and 
approved by 'the Department on November 21, 1933* These 
rules require motor vehicles to be equipped with brakes 
adequate to stop such vehicles within specified distances 
when going at a speed of twenty miles an hour.
RULES AND REGULATIONS RELATING TO TIE TRANSPORTATION BY MOTOR 
VEHICLES OF PERSONAL PROPERTY OVER THE AYS OF THE COMMON­
WEALTH, mde by the Department on May 20, 1936. These rules 
relate to the marking of trucks, the limits of loads on 
certain ways, the carrying capacity and load allowed, and 
define what is meant by registered weight*
-
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aoLss and m m j & x m s  providing pok the periodic inspection OF 
MOTOR VF1IICLBS AND TRAILERS, made by the Registrar of Motor 
Vehicles on January 18, 1044, and approved by the Department 
mi January 25, 1044* These rules require the inspection of 
motor vehicles during the two months period from September 1 
to October 31, inclusive, of each year to determine if they 
are equipped as required by law.
HUIfiS AND REGULATIONS RELATING TO OUTDOOR ADVERT ISING, made by 
the Department on April 24, 1941* These rules govern the 
control and restriction of billboards, signs and other 
advertising devicesj require the licensing of persons and 
concerns engaged in the business of outdoor advertising, 
the securing of permits for the erection and maintenance 
of such advertising devices, and they fix the charges 
therefor•
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Fiscal Year Ending June 30» 1946
Highways Eng* & M m .  overhead 
31 Personal Services
61 Equip* Rental & Stores Mat*
01 Other JäxpenM
Services to outside Agencies 
33 Personal Services
63 Equip* Bental & Stores Mat.
03 Other Expense
Topographical Survey Other Expense
Amount Amount
Mitetdaa
903,778.05 734,351*05
108,457.00 108,457.00
96,699.05
3,772.00
26,699.05
3,772.00
a - M '
726,315.47
85,599.94
asms*.... j a t t t t - s iW f t B .
23,759.56
3,676.46757.49
28,193.51
04 50,000.00 50,000.00 19,091.27
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Geodetic Survey
Personal Services 
Equip. Mental & Stores Mat. 
Other Expense
Highway Regulatory Parait* & In»p. 
Personal services 
Equip. Rental & Stores Mat* 
Other Expense
Research and Planning 
Personal Services 
Equip. Rental à Stores Mat. 
Other Expense
Eng. Plans & Surveys for Future ProJ. 
Personal services 
Equip. Rental & Stores Mat*
Other Expense
Eng. Force Acct. Const. ProJ* 
39 Personal services
69 Equip. Rental & Stores Mat*
09 Other Expense
Amount Amount
Appropriated Allotted
5.710.00 5,710.00 2,595.97
2,810*00 2,810.00 104.71
iM K S  ifcüfcS " M fe B -
27,397.98 27,397.98 25,754.48
4.971.00 4,971.00 3,824.24
Tdtm-----
2,518.32
1,172.00
2,518.32
1,172.00
rMm
427.00
11.18
t · nt 
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Primary loads Const, F. A* 
Personal services 
Equip, Rental & Stores Mat* 
Other Expense
Eng, Primary loads Const, non F, A. 
Personal Services 
Equip, Rental & Stores Mat*
Other Expense
&3g. Secondary Hoads Const, F. A, 
Personal serviöes 
Equip, Rental & Stores Mat. 
Other Expense
Eng* Grade Crossing Slim* F, A* 
Personal Services 
Equip, Rental & Stores Mat* 
Other Expense
Eng, State Hwy. Gaps & Extensions 
Personal Services 
Equip, Rental & Stores Mat* 
Other Expense
Eng* Chapter 90 Projects 
Personal Services 
Equip, Rental & Store© Mat* 
Other Expense
Amount Amount
ÄfiKgB&filafl & & & § &
53,328,01
3,445,00
55,328.01
3,445.00
52,997,74
3,192*27
7.273.00
1.156.00
7.273.00
1.156.00
6,293,20
591.72944.81
¥,829,43
5,630.00
483,00
5,226*49
392.09
6,
6,267.67
206.00
» ■
6,267,67 
206.00
ui&-r.6f
4,025.34
162.74
LfML,A 04
3,000.00
200.00
3,000.00
200.00
M — 5Ä * 1,719.30180.84
98,984.42
17,451.00
98,984,42
17,451.00
56,862,79
6,223.59
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iilghways Bag, & Ada* (ccnt'd) 
Eng. Chapter 81 Projects 
Personal services 
Equip, dental & Stores Mat» 
Other Expense
Eag. Accesa Roads F. A. 
Personal Services 
Bquip. Bentai & Stores Mat. 
Other Expense
Eng. Strategic Hoads F. A. 
Personal Services 
Equip. Rental & Stores Mat. 
Other Expense
Eng, Advance Eng, F. A. 
Personal Services 
Equip. Bentai & Stores Mat* 
Other Expense
Sag. Contract ttalnt* Projects Personal Services 
Equip. Rental & Stores Mat* 
Other Expense
Eng. Post War Projects 
Personal Services 
Equip. Mental & Stores Mat* 
Other Expense
Allotted
45,814*16
9,830.00
r i d i ll i
45,814.16
9,830.00
"li b i l i
40,470*03
7,719*93
‘ 8.40
0 '
1,580*00
100*00
2,
1,580.00
100.00
!$------S7§a§*o§'
1,480.67
64.02
10,625.00
915.00
U
10,625.00
915.00
T37 7,831.06848.53
42,798.84 42,798.84 21,862.62
525.00 525.00 478.89
's i ; M ---- --------------:';=;mo'.st
6,264.00
736.00 6,264*00736.00
i i
4,995.73
522.65
168,444.04 168,«
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(confi)Eng. Urban :;oade Const. F. A.
Personal services
Equip. ¿entai à Stores Mat.
Other Expense
Department Secretary 
58 Personal Services
88 Equip* Rental & Stores Mat.28 Other Expence
Io
»
Department Business Agent 
59 Personal Services
89 Equip. Rental è stores Mat.
29 Other Expense
Vacation, sick Leave & other 
Compensated Absence 
99 Personal Services
Total
04 Maint. & 0per. of Highways
General Maintenance31 Personal Services61 Equip. Rental & Stores Mat01 Other .Expense
Traffic Services32 Personal Services62 Equip. Rental & Stores Mat,02 Other Expense
Amount AmountAllotted
1 ,000.00
100.00
1 , 000.00
100.00
794.50
74.67
Wt
22,519.00
800.00 122,519.00 800.00
— ss,-ü ; §
20,962.74
736.08
-A22,
108,000.80
8,050.00 108,000.808,050.00 107,176,437,574,33
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828.087.00
737.783.00 828.087.00 827,279,81737.783.00 706,799.56
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154,181.14
181,998.86
154,181.14
181,998.86 153,926,23181,773.53
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Bridge Maint. & Operation 33 Personal Services
63 Equip. Rental & Stores Mat*
03 Other Expense
State ®»y* Snow & 2e© Control 
34 Personal Services
64 Equip. Rental & Stores Mat.
06 Other Expense
Town Road Snow & lee Control 
i 36 Personal Services
£ 66 Equip. Rental & Stores Mat.i 05 Other Expense
Contract Maint. Projects 
36 Personal Services
66 Equip. Rental & Stares Mat*
06 other Expense
Heimbursable Services Other Depts. 38 Personal Service©
68 Equip. Rental & Stores Mat.08 Other Expense
Amount Amount
Appropriated Allotted Expenditure
94,236*00
21,624.00 94,236*0021,624.00
669,417*88 659,417.!
688,329.62 688,329«
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114.20 
446.42 
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659,379.{ 
687,867.86ooo,o<s».o«-'
1,002.00
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^ tÉ § ! '00
1, 002.00
1,898,00 910.721,741.92
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lÉlSaint” i'Oper. of Hwys. (cont’d) 
Building Small Structure»
Personal Service©
Equip* Hental & Stores Mat*
Other Expense
Moving Public Work© Garage 
Personal Services 
Equip. Hental à Stores Mat* 
Other 'Expense
Vacation, Sick Leave etc* 
Personal Services
Total
Force Acct*, Oonstr., Reconst., 
and Betterment Project©General Highway Projects 
Personal Services 
Equip* Hental & Stores Mat* 
Other Expense
Roadside Development Projects 
Personal Services 
Equip* Rental & Stores Mat* 
Other Expense
Amount AmountAllotted
5 .8 1 0 .0 04 .505.00 3,<
Täft m
5 .8 1 0 .004 .2 0 5 .0 0 5,750.673,989.03
1, 000.0050.00 1,000.0050.00 843.332.22
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.7 5 9 .9 0
26.412.00 26,412.0048.348.00 48,348.00
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Allocation Title 
Fwce Acct. , Constr,, Keconst. 
and Betterment Projects (cont*d) 
Traffic Signal Installations 
Personal Service©
Equip. Rental & Stores Mat*
Other Expense
Traffic Signs Installations 
Personal Service®
Equip* Rental & Stores Mat* 
Other Expense
Total
Federal Aid Highway Project® 
Primary Hoads-Land Damages 
Other Expense
Primary Hoads-Project Payments 
Other Expense
Primary Roads-Force Acct* Work 
Personal Services 
Equip, Rental & Stores Mat* 
Other Expense
Secondary Roada-Land Damages 
Other Expense
Secondary Roads-Project Payments 
Other Expense
Amount Amount
Appropriated AUftflaa
i*gg:g
IQQsQQ
1,870*00
6,280.00
?
1,835.18
6 , 200*00
8
240.00
300.00
231.14
262.07
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J-OT.180.00 107.180.00 .. aUaaUfig.
691,374.86 560,434.13 4,756.40
8,816,981.06 6,327,200.83 203,500.90
2,751,87
25,269.37
148.79 
64.69 
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7,450.00 7,450.00 83.50
103,530.11 32,297.22 32,159.00
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Secondary Hoads-Force Acct. Work 
Personal Service©
Equip. Rental & Stores Mat* 
Other Expense
Grade Crossing Blim.-Land Damages
07 Other Expense
Grad® Crossing ^li».-iha4, Payments
08 Other Expense
Grade Crossing slim.-Force Acct. Wk. 
39 Personal Service©
69 Equip. Rental & stores Mat.
09 Other Expense
Access lioads-Land Damage©
10 Other Expense
Access Hoads-Projeet Payments
11 Other Expense
Access aoads-Force Acct. work 
42 Personal Services
72 Equip. Rental & Stores Mat.
12 Other Expense
Amount Amount
teasmAriafl £UL«fc3flfl
757.53
5,400.00
757.53
5,400.00
6.
53,852,61 53,852.61 4,830.10
1,248,312.29 1,026,312.29 32,186.50
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914.03
5,121.12
20,449.72 20,449.72 4,000.00
53,033,05 30,000.00 15,025.43
433.28
5,360.09
433.28
5,360.09
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♦♦Credit
10 Fed* Aid Hvry. Pr©4* (cant'd)
Access ioads-Force Acct. .«ork 100$ H* 
Personal services 
Equip* ;ental & Stores Mat*
Other Expense
Urban loads Construction-Land Damages 
Other Expense
Secondary ioada-Laaa Damages 100$ H* 
Other Expense
Secondary Roads-Proj • Payments 100% a* 
other Expense
Strategic lioads-Land Damages 
Other Expense
Strategic Roads-Pro^ect Payments 
Other Expense
Strategic Hoads-Force Acct. Work 
Personal Services 
Equipment Rentals & Stores Mat* 
Other 'Expense
Primary Boads-Land Damages 100% H*
35 Other Expense
Primary Roads-Pro4 * Payments 
100% Reimb.
36 Other Expense
Total
Amount Amount
fo&r.faacteSad ¿>.U2LLg.a toss
1,747.73
3,797.43
1,747*72
3,797.43
m »
19*69
99.61
i »
10,000.00 400.00 400.00
3,100.00 3,100.00
21,113.06 21,113.05 12,584.16
11,650.00 10,000.00 4,075.17
134,569.58 134,500.00 129,715.45
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
* -------------- «
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01 Other Expense
Project Payments
02 Other Expense
Force Account Work 
33 Personal Services
63 Equip* Rental & Stores Mat*
03 Other Expense
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Const* St Repair Town & Co. Ways 
(Chap. 90)
Project Payments 
Personal Services 
Equip* Rental & Stores Mat* 
Other Expense
Force Account Work 
33 Personal services
63 Equip. Rental & Stores Mat*
Total
18 Repair & Imp. of Publ ways (Ch. 81)
Project Payments 
02 Other Expense
Amount Amount
&EB£gBgig£afl Allotted
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30 Special Projects
State Highways-Kurrieane & Flood 
Damages
07 other Expense
State Highwaya-Hur r lean© & Flood 
Project Payments 
03 Other Expense
Town & Comity ways-Hurrlcane 
& Flood«*Project Payments 
14 Other Expense
Public Works Prograia* Grade 
Crossing saia*-Land Damages
16 Other T^-yp^se
Public Works Prograia* Grade 
Crossi^ Blim.-Project Payments
17 Other Expense
Total
12 Const, State Hwy. Gaps & Ext*
Land Damages
01 Other Expense
Project Payments
62 Equip, Ben tal è Stores Mat,
02 Other Expense
Force Account Work 
33 Personal Services
Total
56 Laboratory Equipment 
01 Other Expense
Amount Amount
SBmit&Mm
200.00
1,532.32
501.94
276.00
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31 Personal Services
61 Equip. Rental & stores Mat.
01 Other Expense
fetal
32 Reimbursement to Towns-Sn. Removal
01 Other Expense
Total
Total Highway Operating 
Expenditures
02 Highways Eng. & Administration
Outdoor Advertising Control
32 Personal Services
62 Equip. Rental & Stares Mat.
02 Other Expense
Total
30 Special Projects
Bedford Airport Acquisition-Land D. 
01 .Other Expense
Total
Total General Revenue 
Expenditures
Amount AmountAppropriated Allotted
52,700.00 
4,000.00 
3«300.00
52,700.00 
4,000.00 
-.3*300.00
51,013.70
3,136.50
60.000.00 60.000.00 56.0fi4.59
325*000.00 325.000.00
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Notes 2900-10 Federal Aid Highway Projects
as this is a "continuing appropriation", the Comptroller has transferred all outstanding 
encumbrances to the 1947 Accounts. The total amount so transferred July 1, 1946 is as follows»
I0»03I
2900-10-01
02
03 
63
04
05
07
08 
10 
11 
19 
22
23
24 
84
25
26
Primary Roads land Damages 
" " Project Payments
* « force Account Work« w m a s
Secondary Roads land Damages 
" * Project Payments
Grade Crossing Elimination land Damages 
« ■ * Project Payments
Access Roods Zand Damages
* * Projsot Payments 
Secondary Roads Zand Damages 10i$ Rsimb* 
Strategic Roads Zand Damages
" ** Project Payments
» * Fores Account WorkM » *» » «
Primary Roads 100JC Rsimb. Zand Damages
* « » «  Project Payments
Other Expense $380,302.10
« « 2,927,981.72
H M 2,390.00
Equip. Rental g Stores list. 7,000.00
Other Expense 7,322.00
M • 55,799.30
N «* 4,086.08
N It 543,781.66
N H 10,794.79
«9 19 7,007.12
9» It 3,100.00
It It 7,421.00
It N 94,427.35
N « 3,100.00
Equip. Rental A Stores Mat. 3,500.00
Other Expense 56,398.24
M m
> $4,204,166.71
Kotai 2900-17 Construction and Repair Town and County Ways (Chapter 90)
Inasmuch as this is a »continuing appropriation", the encumbrance« haws bean transferred by the 
Comptroller to the 1947 Accounts. Encumbrances are not mads until after the contract» are 
executed) therefore, although the account shows a larga unencumbered balance, commitments hare 
been made by the Board covering, approximately, the entire balance available*
Hotei 2900-12 Construction State Highway Gape and Extensions
The entire unexpended balance of this appropriation has been made available for work in fiscal 
year 1947 (see Item 2900-12 Chapter 309 Acts of 1946). Encumbrances $64,872.53 have bean trans­
ferred by the Comptroller to the 1947 Aeeounts.
Hotel 2900-56 laboratory Equipment
This ie a "special" appropriation which does not expire until July 25, 1947. The encumbrances 
$11,596.75 have been transferred by the Comptroller to the 1947 Aeeounts.
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Ho&* 8222-30-07 State Highway Hurricane and Flood-Lead Damage-r.P.0.35555 $200*00.
Hotei 8222-30-08 
Hotel 8222-30-14
This amount has been awarded to the Norman II. Broga Estate, Cheater, Mass. The heirs cannot 
be located at the present time.
State Highway Hurricane and Flood Project Payments-unexpended balance $1,582.82.
Town and County «ays-Hurricane and Flood-Project Payments-unexpended balance $501.94.
These balancee should be retained on account of suit entered against the Commonwealth by L. M. 
Hersurn on Contract 878. Authorisation has previously bssn granted by the Legislature to use 
any unexpended balance of the above appropriations to oover any deficit which may occur on 
either of theee accounts.
Hotei 8305-30-16 Public Work« Program-Grade Crossing Elimination Projects-Land Damages-D.P.O. 35556, $276.00.
This amount should be retained to cover unpaid land damages under Lay Out Ho. 3199 in the 
town of Lynnfield.
0  Hotei 8305-30-17 Public Works Program-Grade Crossing Elimination Payments— unexpended balance $2,681.26.
1
Encumbrance
035558, Framingham, Agreement No. 79 with New Toxic Central R. R., Lessee, $1,473.96. This is 
a bond issue, balance dose not revert.
Notes 2220-30-01 Bedford Airport, Acquisition Expenses, land Damages, unexpended balance $10,102.99. Unexpended 
balance of P.P.Q. 35627, $10,102.99« The following land damages are pending!
Frank J • McGovern et al 
Geo. L. Turnbull 
Carl F. H. Anderson
Parcel
8-14
41
3
agSarks 
Suit pending
$50 awarded-title not clear 
$112 awarded-title not clear
Notes 2900-31 Traffic Study-Metropolitan Boston
This is a ''special appropriation1* which does not expire until July 25, 1947.
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5DilVSY3< PIANS AMÚ  IS T IaASESDuring the ¿Rear eaolng June 30, 1946, p re lim in a ry  su rv e y s, p lans and estim ates were raade as follow®*
P relim u iary  surveys in  4 c i t i e s  and 16 towns, Prelim inary p lan s in  5 c i t i e s  and 19 towns, P relim in ary estim ates i n  4 c i t i e s  and 15 towns,For „¿State Highway...secor s t r u c t  ionP relim in ary surveys in  1 c i t y  and 14 towns, P relim in ary p lan s in  1 c i t y  and 18 tow ns, P relim in ary estim ates in  3 c i t i e s  and 20 towns,
P relim inary surveys in  10 towns, Prelim inary estim ates in  105 towns,
28*10 m iles 23*59 mil es 18*89 m iles
23*35 m iles 39*55 m iles 25*82 m iles
4*30 m iles 4,878*00 m iles
Prelim inary surveys in  9 c i t i e s  and 80 tow ns, 58*00 m iles Prelim inary p lan s in  10 c i t i e s  and 88 tow ns, 90*00 m iles Prelim inary estim ates in  3 c i t i e s  and 85 towns, 40*00 m iles
Preliminary estim ates in  2  c i t i e s  and ISO towns,736.00 m ilesFor Chapter .689* A c ts  o f  1945P relim inary surveys in  1 t o m ,Prelim inary p lan s in  1 town,
P relim in ary surveys in  1 c i t y  and 2 towns, P relim inary plan® in  1 town,P relim in ary estim ates in  2  towns,For Gftnpjr»ai - Edward Lawrence Logman A irp o rtP relim in ary surveys in  1 c i t y ,P relim inary plans in  1  c i t y ,Prelim inary estim ates in  1 c i t y ,
0*28 m iles 0*28 m iles
1.0 0  m iles 0*62 m iles 0*04 mile®
10*50 m iles 10*50 m iles 10.50 m iles
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Preliminary studies in 26 citi.©® arsì 48 toms, 42,00 mile©
Preliminary estimate© in 4 cities and 5 towns, 5,30 miles^eonrm issance s tu d ie s
For construction in 17 cities and 86 towns, 305,60 miles 
For reconstruction in 1 city and 1 tom, 3,23 miles
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PLRtflfS. There were 1,77^ permit® issued during the p eriod  
for opening or occupying S ta te  highways fo r  vario u s purposes.OiG-IilEEHIKO- ADVICE TO MflMICIPAL AUTHORITIES, The Departs on t  furai*tae& engineering ad vice  "witKout oW rge t  o r£&e town o f Soathtoorough in  accordance w ith the p ro v isio n s o f Se ctio n  I ,
Char te r  H i, General Laws...-■ pphdVAh 0" •¿pXlflOhflOHb. The Depsrtwmt approved during 
the nerlod under tiie p ro v isio n s o f  S e ctio n  7* Chapter M4, General Laws, as amended, s p e c if ic a t io n s  fo r  the co n stru ctio n  o f  roads in  H a v e r h ill .APPROVAL OF BRIDGE FLAMS, the Separtnent approved during the period under the' pro v is io n s  o f S ectio n  35, Chapter S5# ueaeral Law s,Ter. E d ., p lan s o f  bridge on Morse S tr e e t  in  Horwood.
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P S flK O H S , MESÎISÔS AHD HS&8IS03
In  a d d itio n  to  the re g u la r  weekly meetings o f the Départaient throughout the y e a r, numerous hearings and conferences h; va been h e ld , In clu d in g  the annual hearings in  the se v era l counties in  the Commonwealth fo r  the open d iscu ssio n  o f questions r e la t in g  to  the p u b lic  ways, as required by se ctio n  1 , chapter ¿31, ueneral Laws, t e r .  Ed. ; appeals from the a ctio n  taken by the R e g is tra r  o f  Motor V e h icles  in  the suspension or revocation  o f c e r ta in  lic e n s e s  to operate motor v e h ic le s  in  26b c a se s î on the m atter o f excluding cert; in  motor v e h ic le s  from George and Clayton S tre e ts  in  Medford; on the m atter o f  la y in g  out S ta te  highways in  Framingham, Chicopee, B oylston , F a lr h ¿ven, L exin gto n , L in c o ln , Bedford, Peabody, ic u s h n e t, Denvers and Beverly? on the matter o f the a lte r a t io n  of the r a ilr o a d  bridge and i t s  approaches on the S ta te  highway on Washington S tr e e t  in  B ra in tre e ; on the matter o f  a lte r a tio n s  a t F lah erty *s C ro ssin g , so c a lle d , in  Radley; and on the m attar o f  the a lte r a t io n  o f the r a ilr o a d  bridge and i t s  approaches on the S ta te  highway on Maple S tre e t in  Belchertown*P e t it io n s  were received  and co n tra cts  signed during the yearas fo llo w s; Petitions ContracteState Highways and Bridges iork under se ctio n  3^» chapter 90 Work under se ctio n  2b , chapter SI A b o litio n  o f  grade cro ssin gSp ecial Act M iscellaneous
General Laws .enera 1 Laws ISO ISO
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cq^ tesjctio» Am ctios or at*«  hxo«:?**»
(Chapter £1, Oansrd Laws, as amended!
fh® follodn oontract® were entered into during the year 
jfer vh« ooailraetisa and recoaotruetioit of Slat© hLhtay#, asd 
work incidental thereto, In various auaicipditi*«;
Bourn«-wwr «boau*: a«t 2 7, 19%5* contract vtfcd« with So «pit a. (iassolft, of 
Se*ton,'* for ¿loaning and painting netal f©ne« and light mtura# 
on tlia oume-^rah&a BrXdga* the proposal amount«4 to $X,X®5a^ <>. 
«ork eotepleted October h, 19*5* Expendlturo during fiscal year, 
$1,145*00.
Irooklia»-MewtonAugust 30, 19*5, contrast Bade with Coleman Bros. Corporation, 
of Boston, for r®surfs.ei»g about »,555 ioot of Stott hi.i-.hoay on 
tho ©reester furnpiks, tho surface consisting of bituminous 
concrete, The proposal nacoatsd to $54«954»00* fv°f| «»a^latoA November 1 , 19**5. expenditure during fiscal yoar, 162,553*»».
f in do or
»eptsofeer 1», 19^5, contract »»¡A« «1«» Warner Bros. and 
Goodwin, Inc., of Sunderland, for r*pdi*n« oulvsrt, doves ^  
road«»y on the State highway, known as th# Berkshire r^n-11. he 
proposal aooonted to $M$2.00. -^ ork fr&etiodly oonpleted. 
expenditure during fiscal fmr$ 43tJO%2o,
f»opiatesi!«ste*ber 21, 19*5, contract; »ad® with ‘¿lie U m e  Sons traction 
Corporation, of Mar idea, Conn., for constructing about ?,li>0 tm% 
of state highway on a#» location, and a reinforced «oaero ve arete 
bridge over Crow Mill Brook, fha surfan® of the roadway and 
bid dr a tons toting of bituminous »&e*<in*. The proposal a*ounted 
to ;¿m s .9 15.lb. *erk about ©na-half eosploted. Expenditure 
durln flasal year, ¿1 >0,d30.19.
fooplotsng iinchendonSeptember 2 %  19*5, co n tract mad© with K a llo h e r C orporation , o f -ontagu®, fo r  cons tr u s tin g  «. re in fo rc e d  concrete rote bridge ov r B a rn e s  P-ead Brook, about 2,625 fo o t o f Stut® highw ayon ns® lo c a t io n  in  templet©«, and about 1 7 , 26b f# o t o f  » ta t#  highway on new lo c a t io n  i s  nncfcendon, the su rfse e  c o n s is t in g  o f oitualnous naoada». fha proposal amounted to  $206,127. 25* '0**h aaout ^one-h a lf  e o s r le te d . Expand!tar# during f i s c a l  y e a r , .-¿162,7®3* *9*
WllllaiKOtewn
Septanbor 26, 1965, contract «»d# with the dcnloy-Lundgran 
Co»»*Ajr. of »oroootar, for r#v «tiring thro« rain forced conorat® retaining walls and certain sections of State highway on niUaao- 
town Hoad and Green River Road, the proposal Mounted'to
3 6 7,615.00. tork practically completed, ?Sxp»»di tare during
floonl year, i?39,029*®9*
5 -
x- , 
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Towns end
October 2, 1945, contract made with Joseph G. Gaxzola, of 
Newton, for cleaning and painting bridge on Auto Route 119 over 
the Squannacook Elver. The proposal amounted to $1,485*00. 
Expenditure during fiscal year, $1,485.00,
Barnstable-uashpee
October 9, 1945, contract made with John Oallo, of Sagamore, 
for constructing a creosoted lumber superstructure on existing 
piles over the Santuit River on the Old Post Road. The proposal 
amounted to $6,494.00. Expenditure during fiscal year, Go,359.70.
L&nesborough-Eew Ashford
October 15, 1945, contract made with Charles w. Riva Inc,, 
of Boston, for constructing a reinforced concrete box bridge in 
Lanesborougti, constructing a reinforced concrete box bridge and 
a steel stringer bridge with concrete deck in New Ashford, and 
reconstructing about 36*539 f©®t of State highway on the •<illlaias— 
town Hoad. The surface consisting of sections of Bituminous Macadam 
and Bituminous concrete. The proposal amounted to 130,537.40.
Work practically completed. Expenditure during fiscal year,$94 , 170 . 26.
Op ton
October 10, 1945, contract made with Bayer d Aingolla 
Construction Company, Inc., of Worcester, for installing an 8-lnch 
sub-drain on the State highway, known as Auto Route No. 140.
The proposal amounted to 16,320.00, Work completed December 15,
1945. Expenditure during fiscal year, $5,135.80.
Lanesborough
October 15, 1945, contract made with Edward P. Kelly, of 
Springfield, for replacing culverts on the State hi^iway on the 
gain Road. The proposal amounted to .*2,987*60. ork coupleted 
April 12, 1946. Expenditure during fiscal year,$2,492.25.
tiuincy-Veymouth
November 20, 1945, contract made with James B. Rendle 
Company, of Malden, for repairing fender piers of the Fore River 
Bridge. The proposal amounted to $2,500,00. Work completed 
Febru ry 1 , 1946. Expenditure during fiscal year, $2,500.00.
Oak Bluffs
November 20, 1945, contract made with Turner & Breivogel, of 
Falmouth, for constructing stone Jetty at Sea View Avenue in 
connection with the reconstruction of the State highway. The 
proposal amounted to $2,956.80. Work completed December 5, W 5 .  
Expenditure during flssal year, $3,971.52.
FairhavenA p r il 2, 1946, co n tract made with John O a llo , o f Sagamore, fo r  co n stru ctin g  about 1,577 fe e t  o f S ta te  highway on riuttleston  /¡venue, the su rface  c o n s is tin g  o f bituminous concrete pav-inent Type 1 -1 . The proposal amounted to  $50,787.50. Work about one- fourth  completed. Expenditure during f i s c a l  y e a r, $1 2 , 096. 85 .
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Lex i n a ton-Ll no ©In—BedfordApril ?5, 19%6, con tract, ssade with Q* Rotondl & Horn, of 
•**lroee, for constructing about 1,7%9 feut of State hltfimf on new location in Bedford, »bout 3,9 0 2 feat of ¿itate hitdtmiy on 
new location in Lincoln and »bout 1,101 feet of State highway in 
Lexington, the surface const«ting of bltuulnous uae&djui US’;halt.The proposal aaounted to #d§„523*®9. «oxt about one-sixth 
co*-; leted. ;Ocpendi ture 4urin- fleet*! year, 427,335* 15*
.«’ay 1, 19%$, contract iulvuoai, of Wnlthtu»,
for constructing about 3*9$9 feet of State highway on the Horth i'-o-.d, the surface consisting of section« of bituminous aao&dna 
«.ad bituminous concrete pav ©stent fype I-X. The proposal «uaountud 
to  cL:l5,3SS.pO. *©1%. about one-fifth completed* Lxpendlture 
durln fiscal year, §1 6,379.2 7.
HanoverMay 2, 19%6, contract na.de with A. slauone, Inc., of Ledford, for reconstructing about 2,390 feet ©f State highway on Columbia Hoad, the surface eon» 1st la« of bituminous emendats asphalt, he proposal »nounted to $39,960. «©** about one-third uonpXetod.£jc©«Vidlture during fiscal year, $13,3IO»5?«
Freetown
May 1%, 19%$, contract stade with Callan Gone traction Corporation 
ofBristol, Rhode Island, for reconstructing about 2,619 feet of 
state highway on County Street, the surf»©« consisting of penetrated 
bituminous «a cadet a. The proposal amounted to i«*>2,365*00.Expenditure during fiscal year, $9,$39*07* !'ork about one-fifth coupleted.
Freotown-iAk evllle
May 1%, 1 9%6, contract u«<le with Calien Construction Corporation 
of Bristol, Rhode Island, for reconstructing about %,531 feet of 
State highway on County SWaS la Freetown, and about 6lS feet of Stats highway ©n ^1« tarn road in Lakeville, the surface consisting 
of puaetratndt bituminous maeadaa. the proposal amounted to 
•'5$,510* 50* htpendlture during fiscal year, 63,674.20. <ork 
about one-sixth completed.
0,rc@ $£11. JTjL is Xci**«è0Si
Kay 15, 19%$* centra©! »ada with w. •*. ¡yuan, Inc., ©f 
Shelburne /»Ils, for cons tructl»h a reinforced concret© deck on 
fehlté City Bridge on Boute 2A ov-?r the Connecticut River. ?he 
proposai aucunted to $3$, 905*33* R'oile about oae-fourtb «oispleted. atrendisure durin. fiscal year, ¿9,912.06.
Lyanfleld
lay 2%, 19%$, contract aade with v. B&rleit 0©., ©f Boston, 
for extendlng with cône et* rlglA fret» bridges the exletlag 
bridge® o » r  %îatt Street end ©ver Suamer Street, and eonstractlng ©bout S, 650 f«@t ©f G ta tu highway on Jforthera Cl rc aaf erentl al 
ll&hvay, th# surface coatietlng ©f bitmlaous uaeadaa. 'The 
proposai aaouated to §28$,976*£f>* ork Jus eonateneed. Sxpeadlturn 
during fiscal ye&r, $1 0,919.19.
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Slay 28, 1946, contract wads wJLsii Kellaher Corporatlon, of 
noat-sgue, for constructing about, 12 ,2 9 7 feet of State highway on 
Long Fíala Hoad and new location lit Leverett and on Kentogue Hoad 
and no« location In Anherst, Including the construction of a 
concrete box bridge, and a steel stringer bridge In Aisherst, the 
surface consisting of bituminous anead*», ?h# proposal -amounted 
to 1357*492*50* &©** not yet conuaeneed* Expenditure duringfiscal year* Nothing.
Is! tehburg-wee tasiniiter
■ toy 28, 1946, contract nade with Central Construction 
Co., Lf.vrence, of Lawrence, for constructing throe concrete bridge* 
in Fitchburg, and constructing about 6,538 feet of State highway 
on Osborne Road, new location ami 014 Princeton Road la Fitchburg, 
end about 11,365 feet of State highway on How location in Westminster, 
the surface cons!sting of bituminous tsaeadaa* the proposal »counted 
to .17¿-9,63b-,3 5. ^ork not yet eottawnoed* Expenditure during fiscal 
year* Mo thing. are&t B arrington
May 28, 1946, contract aade with George E. Du tea u, of 
Springfield, for reconstructing »bout 2,83» feet of ¿state highway 
on fiionuaent Mountain Hoad, the surfsm  consisting of Class I 
bitualaous concrete pavement fjrpe 1 - 1 . ’¿lie proposal amounted sc 
S37,329*50* Dork Just eewmeneed* Kxrenditure during fiscal year, 
556 7.8O. Chi copeo-ftouthHadley
May 28, 1946, contract made with Daniel o*Connell*» Sons, Inc., 
of Holyoke, for constructing about 18,987 feet of State highway on 
new location la Chicopee, and about 1,206 feet of state highway on 
new location in South Hadley, the surface consisting of cement 
concrete pavement* übe proposal amounted to *394,4 3 7.00. 
ork not yet commenced, expenditure during fiscal year, Ko thing.
Deerfield
June 5, 1966, contract made with Kell »her Corporation, of 
.¡onta.-ue, for reconstructing about 6,514 feet of State highway on 
the read east of the Common and Sugar Loaf Street, the surface 
consigning of bituminous macadam. the proposal amounted to 
S173,93?.4o. Work not yet coleseed. Expendí tur# during fiscal 
year, nothing.
Holbrook
June 5 , 1944, contract wad® with Charles Capone, of Boston, 
for reconstructing about 7*3^5 foot of State highway on South Franklin Street, the surface consisting of Claes I Bituminous concrete 
pevenent. the proposal amounted to $13?»688*50, «ork Just 
commenced. Expenditure during fiscal year, $7*949.27*
Mnrshfl «14-Scl toete-H tn,Jm:s~Hul 1
June 21, 194b, contract made with dereeater Fainting Contractors* 
Inc., of «oreester for cleaning and painting bridges over North Fiver 
on Rout# 1A in Marshfield and situate, and on ;:~eorge Washington 
Boulevard ov-r I¡he Weir Mver. 4fhe proposal amounted to #5*235.00. 
fork not yet coas&enced. E xp end tur s .luring flsci y *ar, Do thing*
-
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Buckland-Shelburne
June 25, 194-6, contract made with W. W. Wyman, Inc., of 
Shelburne Falls’, for making repairs to the bridge on Auto Route 
2 over the Deerfield River. The proposal amounted to $22,721.73* Work not yet commenced. Expenditure during fiscal year, Nothing.
Lanesborough
June 2 5, 194-6, contract made with San-Vel Contracting Co., 
of Littleton, for reconstructing about 6,700 feet of State 
highway on New Ashford Road in Lanesborou^ti, the surface consisting 
of reinforced cement concrete pavement, with bituminous concrete 
center strip, and constructing a reinforced concrete beam bridgé 
on New Ashford Road over the West Branch of the Housatonlc River. 
The proposal amounted to $169,517.94. Work not yet commenced. 
Expenditure during fiscal year, Nothing.
Mlddleborough-Ro chest er-Mari on-Wareham 
June 25, 1946, contract made with Warren Brothers Roads Company, 
of Cambridge, for surface treating about 63,417 feet of State 
hi$iway on Routes 25 and 6. The proposal amounted to J22,995«°0* Work not yet commenced. Expenditure during fiscal year, Nothing.
Weymouth
June 25, 1946, contract made with Martin J. Kelly Co., Inc., 
of Boston, for making repairs to the bridge crib walls on Main 
Street over the tracks of the New York, New Haven andHartford 
Railroad, The proposal amounted to I3»532*50* Work not yet 
commenced. Expenditure during fiscal year, Nothing.
Lowell
June 26, 194-6, contract made with Ellison Lee, Inc. , of 
Boston, for replacing plank wearing surface of the bridge on Chelmsford Street over the tracks of the Boston and Maine Railroad. 
The proposal amounted to $3 ,165,00. Work not yet commenced. 
Expenditure during fiscal year, Nothing.
Chicopee
June 25, 194-6, contract made with W. W. Wyman, Inc., of 
Shelburne Falls, for repairing the bridge on Grattan Street over the Boston and Maine Railroad, The proposal amounted to $7,64-3.54-. 
Work not yet commenced. Expenditure during fiscal year, Nothing.
Fall River-Somerset
June 26, 194-6, contract made with Berke-Moore Company, Inc., 
of Brookline, for fender repairs on the Brlghtman Street Bridge 
over the Taunton River In the city of Fall River and town of 
Somerset. The proposal amounted to $3^»l46.00. Work not yet 
commenced. Expenditure during fiscal year, Nothing.
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äoston
Jane 26, 1946, contract sa.de v&th Boston Carine tortea, Ine., 
of Boston, for asking repair» to the Machinery and wearing tmrfaoe 
of the Doreheater 'Avenue Bridge ov r Fort Point Channel. Fhe 
proposal amounted to ,2 9,1 7 3.1 5. bork not yet ooauenoed. 
Expenditure luring fiscal year, hoiking.
Brilntree-HOinap
June ?6, 19^6, contract made with Bradford «»atoa Ino., of 
HlaghfiM, for reconstructing about 61 & feet of road on Granite 
Street in Braintree and about 2 ,9 15 feet on Dillard Street in 
uinojr, the surface consisting of bituminous concrete. ’The 
proposal amounted to $14, lf*>.50. ^ork not yet eoaeenoed. 
Kxpondlturo during fiscal year, hothing.
Beanls-laraouth-iBjrehiu»
Juna 26, 1946, contract made with úrtla J. Kelly Co., Inc., 
of Boston, for rnnkiag rercira to the bridge over Bs.es HI ver between 
the towns of Deania and i&meuth, and the bridge ov r ;s**r«hA* Hirer 
In the tova of «archa». 1km proposal amounted to 2 5,770.00. 
work not yet commenced. Expenditure during fiscal year, Kothlng.
Fall hiv. r-Souersst
Jim® 26, 1966, contract sade with Frederick *. Byron, of 
De 1mm, for making repairs to Slade» Ferry Bridge over the unton 
ftlver. fhe proposal amounted to $10S, 638.00. ?ork not yet 
co oueeneed. v:xr enditare during fleca! year, do thing.
Gloucester
June 2b, 1966, contract »4« with fhoa. !>. Lane, of SoM*rville 
for making repairs to Blynmaa bridge in the olty of Gloucester.
She proposal amounted to $9,3^ . 00. -oik: not yet coammced. 
Expenditure during fiscal year, nothing.
C aabri %  e-H «tick
June 27, 194b, contract made with Martin J. kelly Co., Ino.,
of Boston, for resurfacing with bit ¡«laous concre?;*? the bridge 
ov*r the track* of the doeton and Maine Railroad on Mount Auburn 
Street in Cambridge, and the bridge ov r the tracks of the Boston 
and Albany Railroad on North Main Street in Mr. Sick. The j?ropo»al 
to $3 ,715.00. : ork not yet eonmeneed. Expenditure
during fiscal year, nothing.
Bleeks tone
June 28,  194i>, contract made with tía® Carney Construction 
Comc&ay, loo., of Somerville, for repairing the liew City Bridge
over the C-«a»l of the Blacks.toa« I f c  and over the tracks of the 
Mew fork, lew Baven and Hartford Railroad. The propoa&l amounted 
to $2,500.00. werte not yet eeaaeacisd. Kxpenditare during 
fiscal year, nothing.
t 
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■ y-4^5', r,o Juae--30r 194(a,--iao.
The following contracts were entered Into for miscellaneouswork:
August ft, 194$, contract made with John Gallo, of 5«ganns* 
for furnishing and placing riprap and crushed stone adjacent to the State highway on Pout« 6 and the highway through the Province 
Land* in Provincetown. She proposal amounted to $1 9,250.00. 
fork completed November 10, 1945. Expenditure durla fiscal 
year, $15,25&-5Q.
August 1^,1945, contract made with &tmmu»w* & Fernand#«, 
of Chelsea, for repairing the operator*» hens# at the Jtowburyport- 
Ssliebury drawbridge in the city of stewburyport. the proposal 
amounted to $300,00. work completed september 2 1, 1945. 
ixpmdi turn during fiscal year, $300.00.
August a, 19 4 5, contract and# with R*ty Company, at Providence, 
Rhode Island, for asking alteration» to Gaffney Street i^ntrance 
at Commonwealth Araory in Boston. the proposal amounted to 
12,1 3 5. ':*orlc not yet con-fenced. ttpcndlture during fiscal year,
Uo thing.
September IS, 19^5, contract made with C. L. Guild Cons traction 
Co., of Providence, Rhode 1 eland, for inspecting abutments and 
Pier» of three bridge# on Route o in »aw Bedford and fhlrhavea.The proposal amounted to : 2,340.00. Work practically completed. 
Expenditure during fi«c»l year, $2,250.00,
October 9, 19^5, contract »ad# with Daniel hineban, B. J., 
of Weston, for making, geophysical deteradn tlon of bedrock and 
nature of Intervening materials in Lunenburg, M&noheatar, Lexington, Worcester, Leicester, Singston, are, CL ©shirt1, Adam«, Littleton, 
Braintree, Weymouth, Chicopee * Ludlow, Reading, Lee and Hewburyport. 
The proposal amounted to 42,465.00. Expenditure during fiscal year, Mo thing.
October 16, 1945, contract made with the IJownay Company, of 
Boston, for furnishing and installing a gas heating system at the 
Storehouse and Garage of the Department at Beverly. .-he proposal 
a,mounted, to $2,71%OQ. expeaditure during fiscal year, nothing.
October 23, 1945, contract made with Paul H. »core, of Danvers, for installing toilet and sink at the bnrage of the 
bepertnumt in Lynnfleld. the proposal amounted to $150.00.
.■ork completed boveatoer 26, 1945. Expenditure during fiscal 
year, $150.00.
:t r l  
Novewbor 6, 194$, contract *a&de with she Gillen Electric 
Coagpaiiy, of Boitoa, for overhauling throe ¿so tor generator so to 
in the office of the bepnrtauKt Buntnos« Agent. m o  proposal 
amounted to $150.00. Ixpendlture during fiscal year, So thing.
January 2, 194b, contract »3« with the Legislative Report­
ing Service, of Boston, for furnishing service relative to 
legislative bills. Expenditure during fiscal year, Nothing.
January 22, 1946, contract made with Bob*rt S . Gordon, of 
Bittsfleld, for installing & lifting ays ten in the district 
Office of the nepartnent at Pittsfield. The proposal amounted 
to §897.40. ork conplsted «torch 11, 1946. Expenditure during f i s c a l  year, $892.60.
February 12, 1946, contract aade with C. Bowen, Inc., of 
Cambridge, for transporting and *rectln<; Tnte-Enery Testing 
Machine for the Department of Public Works Laboratory at 100 
h* »hue Street, Boston. The proposal ¿mounted to 4375.00. 
f ork so» I* ted June 19, 1946. Expenditure during fiscal year, $379.00.
torch 26, 1946, contract and« with Bassett & Broadbent4 of 
Middleborough, for -die installation of a lifting eyetern and 
miscellaneous work at the Vine ¿treat Oarage of the Departnent 
at M X  «borough. The proposal anointed to $9 5.00. nork 
completed April 20, 1946. Expenditure daria, fiscal year. 
$80.79.
April 25, 1946, contract wade with w^yne E. Stiles, of 
ieeahaia, for consul tin,, architectural services in connection 
with the Reeding-Btonehaa and Weston State highway projects.
*ks proposal amounted to $000.00. Expenditure durin fiscal 
ymr, So thing.
lay 28, 1946, contr ot ssade with The Frost and Higgins 
Coapaay, of Arlington, for airplane mt «praying of roadside 
shad© trees alont the State highway 1« test flsbury. he 
proposal counted to §6g .0u . Expenditure duriiH fiscal year, Nothing.
Jims 5, 1946, Contract made with Charles A. Maguire & 
■■■■•escciet ee, of Soeton, for consulting engineering service« 
in connection with the design of the structure at the later- 
hong« a t the Airport and overpass at Bennington Street in 
East boston. Expenditure during fiscal year, nothing.June 18, 1946, c o n tra c t made with the Essex Roofing 4 b id in g  Co®'any, o f  Banvere, fo r  re s h in g lin g  the ro o f and parapet o f  she drawsenders house a t  3*e«x B ridge over B everly Harbor in  ¿ o lc n . The proposal «mounted to  $95*00. Expenditure during f i s c a l  year, noth in g.
--
_45 ... 
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The following contra eta were entered into for taking «ash 
borings in various annicir al 1 ti on :
Z£EBLaReiooron^i }
Washington }
Windsor )west Stockbridge) 
Dewgloo }Leicester J
Jki%9
ooEo&er 9, 19*5
Fremi abbaia beeai&W *, 19*5
Attleboro ) January 2 2, 19*6
north Attleboro )
Kingston 
Plymouth 
Middl eborou^i
Deerfield
CantonBsndvieh.
veiiflset
March 1 2, 19*6
May 1 %  19*6
Bdw»of Boston
Expenditure
tor darin, fiscal yeej
upiee Co.
ft.f.&aith c* Co® any, Inc., of Boston
B.F.Siaith à Company, 
Inc., of Boston
-Edward F. Hughes Co., 
of Boston
Edward F. Hughes Co., 
of Boston
666.96
7,551*61
2,din.6o
1,3*6 .5 6
Leoaine ter 
Athol 
Mckl&ad 
Charieaont
) m j  2 1 ,  19*6
)
)
Baytoon! Concrete File
Co., of Boston 0
Creenfield )Montague ) June 5, 19*6
B.F. SodLth & Coarany, 0
. Inc., of Boston
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abolì no* o f m a m  m a a m m(General Laws, Se ctio n  ? 0 , Chs.pt«r *55# «uaeuded toy S e ctio n  X ,
Chapter 557 ®f the Acts of t$J&ì
^mpleton
October 5» 19^5» contract wide with a* DeMatteo Construction 
Co., of uiney, for construeting a steel stringer bridge on new 
location over the Boston and gain# Railroad, and the appro ache» 
thereto, the surface con elating of bituminous laocadaa. fh* 
proposal atasunted to 10b,096. Si. . ’^ork about one-fourth completed. 
Expenditure during fiscal year, $24,019.09.
( r l Wt•$-•  e rt 7 . ha   159. a~ w:s&nd.& 'b t: .cttot  
'1  , :r 3 )/ o tl ;.c. . 9 ) 
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AGCSSS HOAD PROUGTth e fo llo w in g  c o n tra ct was entered In to  fo r  an  .c e e s a  Hoad 
In the town of Nantucket; she Federal bowemaent paying 100# of 
She cost of construction:
October 16, 194§, contract node with turner & Brelvogel, 
of Falsouth Heights, for constructing about 3,062 feet of highway on Los Bench Hoad In Nantucket, die surface consisting of 
hi luminous treated sand and clay hardening, 'fhe propoeal anounted 
to 612,917» 50* *ork ooapleted May g ,  1946, ji^peaditure during fiscal yesr, b,381.72.
-
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In m m rtiM m *  «Ith She provision* of Shspter fy M  of the Aste of 
19^5, which authorised «h# filial na t i  on of the underpass on Boute 9 
in the town of Hadley, the following, con trac t  mis entered into:
May 2£, 19^ * contract ande with Bayer & «ingollo Construction 
Coa?cny, In c ,, of Worcester, for reconstraotiitg a section o f State  
highway on naheret Hoad in Hadley, the surface consistlag of scotions of 
bituminous ráaesdan and bitussinoua concrete, ’he procesal amounted 
to §^9,97$*?0. work ju st started. Emendi ture during f is c a l year, 
nothing.
- 49-
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RIGHT OF AY 
Functions of the Right of 83' Division relate to the procure-
ment of land by purchase to provide suitable quarters f'or the 
storage and repair of road machinery and to furnish materials for 
highway construction and maintenance, and :for the taking of land 
by eminent domain for highway purposes under Chapters 79, 80, 80.....A 
and 81 '1£ the General Laws. These :functions have been an essential 
part of the Department •s activities for over twenty-five years• itb. 
the increase a£ tra£fic on our highways over the years a demand came 
for wider highway layouts, superhighways, and the latest development--
limited access highways, necessitating a large volume of takings and . 
increasing land damages. Settlements for properties affected by land 
takings and grade damages have amounted to over a million dollars in 
one year. 
The ork of the Division involves the making of detailed real. 
estate appraisals on projects covering all types of property--
commercial, indus rial and residential--and damages caused by complete 
or partial takings; also damages to properties caused by changes in 
grade. Preliminary title searches are made; private property is ad-
Justed to meet the change in grade because of construction; and 
negotiations are carried on with property owners, their agents or 
attorneys. 
During the fiscal year just ended land damage studies were made 
in connection with takings and construction involved in proposed ne 
projects in the following cities and tons: 
Ayer 
Boston (Central Artery) 
Belchertov.,n 
Dartmouth 
Holbrook 
Lynn 
Lynnfield - Route o. l.28 
Lynnfield - Route No. 1 
orth Andover 
Peabody - Route ·oo 1 
Salem 
Sterling 
1 a.kefield 
ebster 
estport 
illiamstown 
Also, during the fiscal year, there iere 22 State highway layouts 
in 26 cities and to ins involving 285 land takings, grade damage ad-
Justments, drainage easements and miscellaneous problems in the 
tollowing cities and to • : 
Acushn t itchburg 
Amherst Freetown 
Bedford Great Barrington 
Beverly Hadley 
Chelmsford Lakeville 
Danvers Lanesborough 
Deerfield Lexington 
Dennis Leverett 
Fairhaven Lincoln 
e As.hf"ord 
Sheffield 
Stockbridge 
Templeton, elimination of 
grade crossing 
Templeton, relocation of 
pla and !echanics 
Streets 
Templeton 
Westminster inchendon 
-51-
The d r a ft in g  se ctio n  o f th is  D iv isio n  was employed on the fo llo w in g :Release p rin ts  posted fo r  land damage purposes, 70 s e t s . Drainage plans made fo r  the purpose o f  secu rin g drainage easement r ig h t s , 60, S p e c ia l plans made to accompany deed d e scrip tio n s  o f land purchased by the Department. Flans made to  show proposed grading on p riv a te  property to conform to  new co n stru ctio n ; a lso  plans fo r  severance, o u tside ap p raisers and m iscellaneous p la n s .
.re. tin    isi  · ,  
t lo.i e  
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PROJKCTS
Field studies and recormaisance surveys were made cm a number
of the main highway routes.
Beconnalsanee surveys were made as follows:- for a new location 
of Route 2 from Concord to Leominster} Route 5 from eymouth to 
Neponset Circle in Boston, bypassing eymouth Landing} Route 6 in 
Somerset and Ball River including a new bridge over the Taunton 
River} Route 20 from Brimfield to Bussell and from Lee to Lenox, 
bypassing the village of Lee.
i**ora Russell to Lee for a distance of 22 miles an aerial 
survey was made and recormaisance plans made from the photographs.
Regular recormaisance surveys were also made on a section of 
the proposed relocation of Route 138 from Boston to lull River} 
the proposed connection from Route 138} Paul’s Bridge to Route 1 
in V.estwood} Route 3 fro® the "Lowell Bypass” southerly to Route 2 
in Lexington, and for a connection between Routes 110 and 113 north 
of the River in Lowell.
Field studies were made seeking possible future relocations 
of Route 1 from ilewburyport to the hew Hampshire line; Route 3 by­
passing Marshfield Village} Route 5 bypassing Northampton and Green­
field} 1 out© 6 through Mew Bedford and from Sandwich to Orleans}
Rout® 20 from Auburn to Brimfield and from Quincy through H I  ton to 
the American Legion Highway in Boston.
Twenty major projects were designed, estimated and advertised 
during the year, which were financed in whole or in part by Federal 
funds. Hi© length of these projects was approximately 30 miles and 
they are estimated to cost approximately $3,220,000.
J n  a d d itio n  to the Federal projects, surveys were made, plans 
plotted, p r o je cts  designed and estimated on a number of Chapter 90 
X>roject% also designed and estimated three projects for the con­
struction of runways at the Logan Airport at a coat of approximately 
#4,700,000.
The following is a resume of some of the more Important highway 
projects which were advertised
yih^ Fat-ueverett - Project about 2.5 miles long, which completes 
the route from Millers Falls southerly to north Amherst.
>->pdfofr«w,f)e3finKtnn-.iJincQln. - Project about 1.3 wiles long, which 
connects Route 2-A in Lexington to the Bedford Airport.
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Chlcfepeo-Jouth Hadley - Project about 3.9 miles long* on 
which t&De^FEHoIrtiseoiiS true ti«g. one roadway of a double 
barrelled reads It is another section of the rente above high 
water between Springfield and Keeney Utew Hampshire, and will later 
connect with the Amherst-laverett project#
__ _ ______  vtar - Project about 3.4 miles long» on
which the Bepartssamt is constructing one roadway of a doable 
barrelled road* The project is one section of the relocation of 
Bout© 2 between the traffic circle in Concord westerly to Westminster 
Center.
Reconstruction of about 3.5 miles
Hadley - Project consisted of constructing a short section of 
highway eliminating a dangerous underpass on Route 9 and was 
constructed under an act of the Legislature.Lvnnfieia - Project consists of constructing a second roadway 
between Route 1 in Lynafield westerly to the Wakefield lias on 
Route 128*
Templeton « Project consists of the eliminati on of a grade 
erossing on touie 202 by the construction of a bridge over the 
Boston è Maine Railroad.
Templeton - Construction of two sections of highway on new 
location replacing two sections of State highway which would is« 
flooded if found necessary to impound water in the Birch Hill 
Reservoir during the flood season. This is a 100S Federal Project.
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HIGHWAY CONST8UCIXD*
(eotcludirg <>dgpoH>''«id chapter 90 Work)
Buring the fiscal year from duly 1, 1946 to June 30, 1946, the 
following construction work was undertaken under the Federal Aid 
program. Federal participation in the construction cost of these 
projects varied from 60% to 100%, depending on the type and location 
of construction.
file construction of a bridge over the Westfield liver with 
approaches in Agawam and hast Springfield was 72% completed, the total 
of tiie contract amounting to $203,576.94.
The construction of 2.5 miles of highway" on Long Plain Head and 
Montague Hoad in Amherst and. Everett was 6% completed, the total of 
the contract amounting to $557,492.50.
The construction of 1.3 miles of highway to the Bedford Airport 
in Bedford, Lincoln and Lexington was 38% completed, the total of the 
contract amounting to '85,523.00.
The construction of 0.6 miles on north load in Chelmsford was 
23% completed, the total of the contract amounting to $85,388.50.
The construct!on of 3.8 miles of the North-South Hoad in Chicopee 
ami South Hadley was 1% completed, the total of the contract amounting 
to <$594,457 *00«
The construction of 3.4 miles of the Concord--.»estmineter highway 
in Fitchburg Mid ..asuiixister was 2% completed, the total of the contract 
amounting to $789,634.35.
The reconstruction of 0.5 miles of idghway on County ¡Street in 
Freetown was 25% completed, the total of the contract amounting to 
$52,385.00.
Tim reconstruction of 1»0 miles on County Street in Freetown and 
Lakeville was 17% completed, the total of the contract amounting to 
358,510.50.
The reconstruction of 0.5 miles of highway on Monument Mountain 
Hoad in Croat Barrixgton was 2% completed, the total of the contract 
amounting to 187,324.50.
The reconstruction of 0.4 miles on Amherst Hoad in Hadley was 4% 
completed, the total of the contract amountirig to 49,978.70.
The reconstruction of 0.4 miles on Columbia load in Hanover was 
38% completed, the total of the contract amounting to $39,980.85.
5
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The re eonstr a c t io n  o f  1*3 miles of highway on South Franklin 
Street in  Holbrook was 1% completed, the total of the contract amount­
ing to >132,688•50•
The reconstruction of a bridge and culverts * sections of the State 
highway and repairs to 6*9 miles of the State highway in Lanesborough 
and Hew Ashford was 85% completed, the total of the contract amounting 
to $130,537.40.
The reconstruction of 1.6 miles of the second barrel of the 
northern Circumferential Highway in lynnfield was 5% completed, the 
total of the contract amounting to $236,978.80.
The grading of 0.6 miles of access road on Lcm Beach ¿oad in 
Hantucket was completed at a contract cost of 1)9,837.40.
The construction of a bridge and approaches, 0.3 miles in length, 
over the railroad tracks on 11m Street in Templeton was 27% completed, 
the total of the contract amounting to >105,096.82.
In addition to the Federal Aid projects listed above, the follow­
ing construction work was supervised during the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1946$
The resurfacing of 1.6 miles of the Worcester Turnpike in Brookline 
and Nevrton, at a contrast cost of 362,553.88.
The replacement of a culvert on Rout© 7 in Lanesborough, at a cost 
of approximately $5,500.00.
The reconstruction of 0.2 miles of Bea View Avenue in Oak Bluffs,
at a contract cost of 325,806.80*
The construction of a stone Jetty in Oak Bluffs, at a contract 
cost of $3,971.52.
The placing of riprap adjacent to the State highway in Pr ovi nee town,
at a contract cost of 315,238.50.
The installation of sub-drains on Route 140 In Upton, at a contract 
cost of $5,135.80.
Because of the expansion of the Air Base at Camp Edwards, it was 
necessary to reconstruct 2 .0  miles of waquoit load in Mashpee, work on 
this project being completed during this fiscal year but having started 
during the previous fiscal year, the total construction cost of this 
project amounting to $58,311.16. The cost of this reconstruction was 
reimbursed to the Commonwealth by the United Jtates war Department.
The construction of 0.3 miles of Btate highway on Huttlesion Avenue 
in Fairhaven was 29% completed during the fiscal year, the total of the
contract amounting to 50,787.50.
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Be cause o f  f lo o d  damage to the J t a t e  highway in  w illiam s town, i t  was n ecessary  to co n stru ct three concrete r e t a in i i^  m i l s  a lo n g Green River Road and G illia m s  town Hoad, t h is  work b ein g 99® com pleted, the t o t a l  of the c o n tr a c t  amounting to  $4?»415,00.I t  was a ls o  n ecessary to sake re p a irs  to a  c u lv e r t  on the Berkshire f r a i l  in  Windsor* t h is  work bein g SO® com pleted, th e  t o t a l  o f the con­t r a c t  amounting to  $4,492*00.Because o f  th e co n stru ctio n  o f B irch  H i l l  13am by the United S ta te s  War Department, i t  was necessary fo r th e Department to  r e lo c a te  1 .3  m iles o f  highway an Maple and Mechanic S tr e e ts  in  Templeton, t h is  work being 66® com pleted, the t o t a l  of the c o n tra c t amounting to  $248,915*15, the c o s t  o f t h is  work being reimbursed to  the Commonwealth by th e  United S ta te s  War Department*I t  was a lso  necessary fe r  th e same reason to  r e lo c a te  3 .7  m iles o f  
Route 202 in  Templeton end vinchendon, t h is  work being S IS  com pleted, the t o t a l  o f  the c o n tr a c t  amounting to  $204,127.25, the c o s t  of t h is  work a ls o  being reimbursed by th e  United S ta te s  bar Department*
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TRAFFIC
Even though hostilities had ceased before this fiscal year 
had far advanced, the Traffic Division was unable to fully resume its 
normal activities on State highways. Shortages in many essential 
materials and absolute lack of others hampered its progress. Signal 
parts were still difficult to obtain and steel for signs and posts 
remained almost non-existent; traffic white paint was hard to get; 
and because of priorities, the Department was unable to secure only 
forty percent of the materials required. Thus handicapped, not too 
much new ?,’ork could be undertaken.
The following tabulation shows what was accomplished:
Flashing beacons erected 1
Permanent signs erected
laming 197
Regulatory 148Route markers 86
Stop signs 41
Directional 129
Total 1ST
Temporary signs erected
Frost heave 217
Detour 36
Total 253
Delineators erected 704
White lines painted 600 miles
Routine work was of course continued. Existing signals and 
signs were regularly serviced and investigations and inspections 
conducted.
Town Advice
Municipalities were scarcely more favored than the Department 
in obtaining materials. Because of this the work of the Traffic • 
Division in connection with cities and towns was somewhat abridged.
Numerous studies, however, of miscellaneous traffic problems 
were conducted. Prominent among these was completion of a traffic 
survey of certain sections of the city of Waltham. This entailed 
analyses of the accidents of the entire city over a five year period. 
Parking studies were likewise conducted in the business areas of 
Main Street and Moody Street, From these followed recommendations 
for treatment of intersections and street sections in respect to 
signs, islands, parking and bus stops.
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Signal permits to the number of 132, covering n groat many 
localities, were revised. T h i a r c o o n c i d mr b  1 o^ worte-. In
every instance a field study was necessary and new timing and 
sequence schedules were made up. In a number of cases recommendations 
followed which provided for relocating some signals and redesigning 
some intersections.
Permits were issued for the erection of the following:
Single traffic signal installations in Boston,
Cambridge and Wellesley
7 traffic beacons in Amherst, Newton and Franklin 
92 isolated stop signs in various municipalities 
201 traffic regulations 
.4 safety zones
Here, too, the other regular features of town advice were 
carried on.
Analysis of State Highway Accident Records
The analysis of accident records is an important function of the 
Traffic Division. Because it discloses highway hazards and accident 
prone locations, it serves as a guide in the erection of traffic signs, 
signals and markings and in the making of recommendations for highway 
betterments. An idea of the compass of this work can be obtained 
from the following:
Year Total .accidents Persons Killed
1944 2222 135
1945 3051 146
During the calendar year 1945 total accidents in Massachusetts 
increased 20% and fatalities increased 3% as compared with 1944. In 
the same period total accidents on State highways increased 37% and 
fatalities increased 8%.
The trend of State highway accidents, which had been downward 
since 1940, was reversed in 1945 with the termination of the war. 
Fatalities on these highways continued to increase but at a lower 
rate than In 1944.
The tabulation of State highway accidents was continued and a 
summary was prepared each month for use in the Traffic office and 
by the State Police.
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Plotting the Accident Diagrams on 
_ _____Scalar Maps_______________
This work was carried out as an aid in the analysis of accidents 
on State highways and in the preparation of reports recommending 
remedial action to reduce accident hazards. Such recommendations include, 
for example, the redesign of highways, construction of channelizing 
islands, installation of Isolated stop signs, traffic control signals, 
signs, markers and white lines.
Monthly Reports to State Police
Monthly reports have been furnished to the State Police on State 
highway accidents for purposes of selective enforcement. Reports 
include all collisions reported by operators, Registry Inspectors 
and local police.
Reports to Outside Agencies
Accident records were used in completing analyses and 
recommendations both on town and State-owned roads for municipalities, 
safety organizations and others, and in connection with studies for 
Federal Highway Planning Reports.
Highway Planning Purvey
In addition to the tangible activities of the Traffic Division 
providing for the safety and convenience of motorists, the 
Department through its Highway Planning Survey has carried on 
essential research to enable it to rightly route travel, to determine 
the inadequacy of particular ways as well as the durability of various 
type surfaces and to utilize other pertinent data.
An outline of the work of the Highway Planning Survey during the 
calendar year 1946 follows:
The Federal Aid Secondary Route System is the feeder of the 
Primary System. Following extensive study, particularly in rural 
areas, the former system was established. The choice was influenced 
by traffic volume, house density, land uses and other related facts. 
Maps clearly depicting the various routes were prepared. Approval 
by local State and Federal authorities has made the system official.
In conjunction with the development of the Department’s post-war 
highway program, a detailed report, listing by priority all of the 
inadequate highway sections on the State highway system, was prepared. 
In addition, over one hundred project reports to be used in the 
determination of design of surface type, intersectional control, etc. 
have also been prepared.
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The Boston Metropolitan Origin and Destination Traffic Study, 
embracing twenty-four cities and towns, which was initiated for the 
purpose of supplying basic traffic data, i.@.» route location, 
needed terminal facilities, access points, future traffic demands, 
etc., pertinent to the post-war traffic problems of the city of 
Bòston and the Metropolitan Area will be completed during the early 
period of the forthcoming year. The field work, coding and 
preliminary tabulations, necessary for the results, have been 
accomplished.
Routine functions have been maintained and collection and 
analyses of data affecting weights and classifications of vehicles, 
traffic volume, gasoline consumption, registration, highway 
expenditures, etc. were carried on.
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w asaXALS t e s t in g  ìà b o r a tck *
yh-}« year brought about a  s u b s ta n tia l in crease  over the number o f samples subm itted fo r  te s t  during th e  p reviou s two ¿rears of1 cur­
tailed a c t iv i t y . A l l  in d ic a tio n s  p o in t to a more normal season of te s t in g  during the coming ¿rear*The t o t a l  sam ples te ste d  in  the la b o ra to ry  numbered about 1760. Where nersonnal was a v a ila b le » c o n tro l test©  were made in  the i i e l a  under the su p ervisio n  o f the d i s t r i c t  m a te ria ls  e n g in e e rs . In sp e ctio n  o f bitum inous m a te ria ls  from  th e Providence area and o... bitum inous co n crete was c a rr ie d  on d ir e c t ly  under the su p e rv isio n  o. th e  lab o ra­tory* S o ils  te s tin g  in  con n ection  w ith the G eneral Edward .awrence Logan A irp o rt has been continued and much v alu ab le  in form ation  has been gathered* Requests fo r  s o i ls  in v e s tig a tio n s  in  co n n ectio n  with Highway d esign  and co n stru ctio n  have been complied  with*Research was c a rr ie d  on in  cooperation  w ith other s ta te s  on a ir -  e n tra in in g  concrete and a n ti-s tr ip p in g  compounds.In  a n tic ip a tio n  o f an e x te n siv e  post-w ar highway program a  new 300*000 pound Universal T estin g  Machine ha© been purchased, and other e«ulam ent is  to  be secured in the near future to b rin g  th is  la b o ra to ry  up to the le v e l o f S ta te  highway la b o ra to r ie s  o f others ta te s *
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FEDERAL AID IN CONSTRUCTING HIGHWAYS
St a t e m e n t s  a s  to th e  Ac t s  o r  C o n g r e s s  and o r  th e  Ma s s a c h u s e t t s  
L e g i s l a t u r e  i n  r e s p e c t  to c o o p e r a t i o n  betw een  t h e  Un i t e d  S t a t e s  and 
the  C ommonwealth o r Ma s s a c h u s e t t s  i n  t h e  c o n s t r u c t i o n  o r  highw ay s  
unoer th e  F e d e r a l  H ighway  Ac t  a p p r o v e d  November  9# *92 * mav . be  pound 
in  th e  annual  r e p o r t » o r t h e  De p a r t m e n t  o r Pu b l i o  Works  for  the  y e a r s  1920 to  d a t e * A d e t a i l e d  s t a t e m e n t  o r  tmc F e d e r a l  A i d  Al l o t m e n t s  an» 
Pr o j e c t s  a p p e a r s  in  the  De p a r t m e n t  Re p o r t  for  t h e  f i s c a l  t e a r  1935* 
Ad d i t i o n s  ano a l t e r a t i o n s  for  t h e  f i s c a l  t e a r s  195^ 4- t s  *939 
i n c l u s i v e  and a summary o r F e d e r a l  A i t  Al l o t m e n t s  a p p e a r  in  the  
De p a r t m e n t  Re p o r t  tor  t he  F i s c a l  y e a r  1958» Ad d i t i o n s  an» Al t e r a t i o n «
FOR THE rOLLOWlNO YEARS APPEAR IN EAOH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT*
F ollo wing  i s  a s t a t e m e n t  or F e d e r a l  A i d  Funds  for  Pr o j e o t s  f i n a n o c o  
ot Reg u l a r  F e o e r a l  A i d ,  Ac c e s s  Ro a d ,  anb Grade  C r o s s i n b  E l i m i n a t i o n  
FUNDS FOR THE PERIOD JULY i , I9k5 TO JUNE 3 0 ,  *9k6.
St a t e m e n t  of F e o e r a l  A i b  F unds 
J u l y  I ,  19^5 to J une 3 0 ,  *9k6
F .A , NO. TOWN -  CITY Mil e a g e All o t m e n t Am t* Re c e i v i o Ba la n ce  Due
SN-FAP 5ll4.-G(2) 
FAS 7U (1 )  
SN-A-FAP 321(1)
FAP 320 (2 )
f a p - f  308 (k )
SN-FAP 273 (5 )  
FAP 120 ( 8 )
FAP 120 (9 )
FAP 23 (2 )
FAP 23(3)ae23(U) 
FAP 193 (k )
FAP 202 (3 )
F - 5 1 3  (k )
FAP 3 9(5 )4 2 8 (3 )  
FJ 39 (k )
FAP 272 (16)
DA NR-10 
FAGH 6 l ( 2 )
AMHERST-LEVERETT 
BEDFORD-LEX1NGTON-L1NCOl N 
CHELMSFORD
CHICOPEE-SOUTH HADLEY 
DEERFIELD
F 1TCHBURG-WESTM1NSTER 
FREETOWN
FREETOWN-LAKEVILLE
GREAT BARRINGTON
GREAT BARR 1NGTON-SHEFF1 ELD
HADLEY
HANOVER
HOLBROOK
LANESBOROUGH
LANESBOROUGH-NEW ASHFORD
l y n n f ie l d
NANTUCKET
TEMPLETON
m '
0 .5 6 1
3.857
1*230
0 ^ 6 3
0.975
0*537
3 .5 i f
0.386
oX ^ 5
? :$5«
1  195,269.50  
5 « ^ 7 9 . *7
73*573.00  
35k 4 6 7 .5 0
10 2 . 6 5 3 .5 0  
6 7 2 , 0 6 1 ^ 5
3 0 .5 7 1 .5 0  
35*580.50  
73,714-7.00
360 ,2 77 .7 5
2 9 , 0 8 0 .36
5 6 , 2 7 0 .2 5
7 7 .3 7 8 .5 0  
•14-3,6*5.75 
9 2 , 0 5 8 .7 5
2 5 9 ,7 3 5 ^ 5  
1 8 , 1  »9 .0 0  
12k , 2 2 5 .0 0
*
6 7 .0 9 2 .3 0
8 ,k9 lL .29  
2k , 8 6 5 .0 0
* WM-Ji
7 3 , 5 7 3 .0 0  
55k ¿ 8 7 .5 0  
10 2 , 6 5 3 .5 0  
6 7 2 ,0 6 1  .2 5  
5 0 ,5 7 * .5 0  
3 3 , 2 8 0 .5 0
2 9 , 0 8 0 .56  
3k . 2 7 0 .2 5  
7 7 ,5 7 8 .5 0
xiiik
9 9 *380.00
t o t a ls 2L .5 7 7 2 , 6 8 5 , 8 8 3 .5 3 I00 ,k5* »59 2 ,5 8 5  ,k 5 * *9k
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During IM# fiscal year the Department awarded contracts for 
23 new structures! awarded contracts for alterations or repairs to 
22 structures! examined and reported on 13 structures at the request 
of local authorities} examined and reported on 3 structures at the 
request of Department authorities* examined plans for 1 structure 
under tin provisions of Chapter 85» Section 35, General lmm$ and 
made preliminary studies, eatimates or plans for building or alter­
ing 178 structures in the near future.
The various cities and towns, the locations therein, and tiie 
cii&raetor of work follow^
Amiie rst Montague Hoad, one 12-foot span concrete box 
bridge.
Montague Head, one 42-foot ©pan steel striker 
bridge with concrete deck.
Chicopee North and South Hoad, one ii-foot span concrete
box bridge.
Srving ¿forth Boad over Jack Brook, one 16-foot span
concrete slab*
Fitchburg Westminster Road over Woodbury Mill Pond, one
30-foot span concrete beam and slab bridge.
Westminster Hoad over Woodbury Mill Pond, one 
28-foot span concrete beam and slab bridge.
Westminster Road over yraan Brook, one 33-foot 
span concrete beam and slab bridge.
Hancock Maia Read, one 12-foot apan concrete box bridge.
Lanesborough New Ashford ¿»ad over West Brandi Housatonie
Kiver, one 30-foot spasi concrete beasi and slab 
bridge.
Hew Ashford Hoad, one 15-foot span concrete box 
bridge.
Bourse Road ewer Town Brook, a three-span steel 
stringer bridge with concrete deck, one 37-foot 
span and two 14 foot spans.
lynnfield Northern Circumferential Highway over alnut
¿Street, one 52-foot span concrete rigid frame 
bridge.
 r   .1 
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ty n n fie ld
M ilfo rd
Nantucket ifew A shford
PlymptonBayaham
Templeton
northern C ircu m fe re n tia l Highway over Sum er S t r e e t , one 5 0 -fo o t span con crete r ig id  fram e bridge*A t Upton l i n e s F isk e  M ill Hoad over Mill R iv e r , one 2 2 -fo o t span s t e e l s tr in g e r  b rid ge w ith co n crete  d eck .A t tladaket, over H ith e r C reek , seven 1 4 -fo o t sp a n s, tim ber p ile  b r id g e .Lanesborough load over a  b ro o k, one 4 2 -fo o t span s t e e l  s tr in g e r  bridge w ith con crete deck*Lanesborough Hoad over a b rook, one 1 2 -fo o t span con crete box b rid g e .Wenatuacet Road over Wenatuacet H iv e r , two 1 4 -fo o t sp an s, wood s tr in g e r  b r id g e .A t Taunton l in e , South S tre e t over Taunton H iv e r , two 4 5 -fo o t sp an s, s t e e l  s tr in g e r  b rid ge w ith con crete d eck .South o f B a ld w in sv ille  over Crow i i m  B rook, one 1 5 -fo o t span concrete arch b r id g e .Hbrth. o f B a ld w in sv ilie  over tra ck s  o f  Boston and Maine R a ilro a d , th ree 5 6 -fo o t sp an s, s t e e l s tr in g e r  b rid ge w ith co n crete  deck*W illiam s town
Wiachendon
Agawam B arn stable B lackstone 
Backhand
Green l iv e r  lo a d , con crete r e ta in in g  w a lls , t o t a l  len g th  416 fe e t*N orth o f ih lcL w in aville  over Beaman’ s Pond Brook, one 1 5 -fo o t span co n crete  a rc h .C o n tracts for A lte r a tio n s  oi* R epairs to  Sxistiiur
l , r -  - ---------- --------- -------- --Repairs to Agawam abutment o f M itteneague Bridge ever le s t f ie ld  R iv e r .A t Mashpee l i n e , Old P ost lead ever o a n tu it E lv e r , new su p erstru ctu re  on e x is t in g  piles*Hew C ity  B ridge ever B lacks tone liv e r , re p a irs  to  hangars o f tru s s *A t Shelburne lin e  over D e e rfie ld  liv e r , new deck fo r  roadway and sidew alk, o f  b rid ge*
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Mt* Auburn Street over tracks of Boston and Maine 
Railroad, new deck on rm & m y  and sidewalk of bridge*
Grattan Street over tracks of Boston and Maine 
Railroad, repairs to curb® and fence on bridge*
-bite City Bridge over Marth liver, iMSplacefiioxit of bridge deck*
Padananaa Bridge, repairs on sidewalk of approach 
t© bridge a m  extension of sidewalk*
At Y&rraouth line, repairs to concrete piles*
Parker Avenue over Beaver B rook, replacement of bridge deck*
At Somerset line, Brigbtisan street Bridge, re- 
pairs to fender piers.
At Somerset line, Blades Ferry Bridge, replacing 
deck of bridge*
Rlynmn Bridge over nniaquami River, replacing 
deck of bridge.
At Montague line, «mite City Bridge over Connecticut River, replacing deck*
Chelmsford street over- tracks of Boston and Maine Railroad, replacing deck of bridge*
At 3eituate line, Julian Street over South River, 
repairs to pile substructure*
Painting bridge over Canal*
Rorth Main street over tracks of Boston and Albany 
Railroad, replacing deck on bridge.
At Tisbury line, painting lagoon Fond Bridge.
At weyiaouth line, Fore River Bridge, repairs t© 
fender piers*
Agawam aoad over .areham River, repairs to con­
crete piles*
lain Street over tracks of Mew York, Mew Raven and 
Hartford Railroad, repairs to cribbing adjacent to 
bridge.
Blair Road over Green Elver, concrete slab extension 
to present bridge*
Chico 
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Exam inations. Reports and Estim ates a t  the Request o f X,ooal A u th o ritie s____________Great B arrin gton
F ep p erellS h e ffie ldSuttonW estport
BourneB rookline
S h e ffie ld
Norwood
Acton
MarneA lfo rdAmherstA thol
AyerBedford
Belchertow n
Mine B rid ges: Shaw, D iv is io n  S tr e e t , A lfo rd  Cross Road, C o tta g e , Bridge S tr e e t , B rookside, B a r r e tt, Lyman, H urlburt s t r e e t .Groton S tre e t bridge over Nashua R iv e r .Lower covered brid ge over Housatonic R iv e r .Depot S tre e t over Blackston© R iv e r .H ix B ridge over B ast Branch e stp o rt R iv e r.
Exam inations. Reports and E stim ates a t Request ______________ o f Department_______________________At vareham l in e , B u tterm ilk  Bay B rid ge .Report on H i l ls  Garage fo r  proposed use by Departm ent.Red M ill  B ridge over Konkapot R iv e r .Examined under the P ro visio n s o f Chapter 65. _______________S e ctio n  35, General L a w s _________Morse S tre e t Bridge over Neponset R iv e r .
Contem plated S tru ctu re s fo r  which P relim in ary S tu d ie s , Estim ates or Plane Have 'Seen MadeMain S tre e t over lashoba Brook and over a branch o f the brook.P lu n k e tt and Wheeler B rid g e .West S tr e e t over A lfo rd  Brook.Bay Road over Fima Brook.Hew Salem Road a t P a r tr id g e v ille .Route S over Petersham  Road.Main S tr e e t over track s o f Boston and Maine R a ilro a d . At C a r lis le  l in e , C a r lis le  B rid g e .South S tre e t over Elm Brook.S ta te  S tr e e t over tra ck s  o f C e n tra l Vermont R ailw ay.
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-67 -Bernardeton Three b rid ges on G re e n fie ld  Hoad.Beverly E ssex Bridge over Danvers River,Blackstone Hew C ity  B ridge over B lackstone R iv e r .Boston D orchester Avenue B ridge over F o rt P o in t Channel.Two bridges on road connecting Tunnel w ith M cC lellan  Highway.Bridgew ater Hayward S tre e t over Town R iv e r .Buekland A s h fia ld  Road over Rout© 2 .A t Charleaont l in e , S c o tt ’ s B ridge over D e e rfie ld  R iv e r .At Shelburne l in e , over D e e rfie ld  R iv e r .Cambridge F ir s t  S tre e t drawbridge*Canton Washington S tr e e t over Forge Tond.C harieaoat Addis Bridge over D e e rfie ld  R iv e r .Charlton Depot Bridge over tra ck s o f Boston and Albany R a ilro a d .Three b rid ges on Southbridge Road.Chelm sford P rin ceto n  S tr e e t over tra ck s o f Boston and Maine R a ilro a d .C h e s te r fie ld Main Road over W estfie ld  R iv e r .Chicopee Chicopee S tr e e t over tra ck s o f Boston and Maine R a ilro a d .Clarksburg Cross Road over Hudson Brook.Concord Cambridge P ik e  over M ill  Brook,la Ito n B erkshire T r a il over E ast Branch Houpatonic R iv e r.Danvers Hewburyport Turnpike over Maple S tr e e t . Center S tre e t over Kewburyport Turnpike.Dedham A t Heedham lin e , Lyons B ridge over C h arles R iv e r .D e e rfie ld Three b rid ges on v/hately Road. Three b rid ges on Conway Road.Douglas ilanohaug S tr e e t over Aumford R iv e r .
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sSast Bridgewater
Erving
Easthaapton
Essex
Fairhaven
Fall River
Fitchburg
Framingham
Gloucester
Grafton
Great Barring ten 
Greenfield
Groveland 
Hadley
Halifax
Hardwick
Spring Street over Hatfield liver*
At Montague line, Millers Falls Bridge*
Northampton Street over Kanban Elver*
Apple Street over Essex River*
At ifew Bedford line over Aeushnet River*
At Somerset line, Brlghtman Street Bridge*
At Somerset line, Slade *s Ferry Bridge*
Beoil Mill Bridge over Phillips Brook*
Or swell Mill Bridge over Nashua liver*
Mt* wayte Avenue over tracks of Hew York, Hew 
Haven and Hartford Railroad and over a brook*
Irving Street over Beaver Bam Brook.
Washington Street over Goose Cove*
.Bay View Bridge*
Four grade separations and a bridge over ¿innisqua® 
River on new road*
Washington Emery Mills bridge over Qninsigamond 
liver*
Pedestrian underpass under tracks of Hew York,
Hew Haven and Hartford Railroad*
Alford Road over Long Pond Brook*
Route 2 over Green liver*
At Montague line, Montague City Bridge.
At Haverhill line over Merrimack River.
At Northampton line, Calvin Coolidge Bridge over 
Connecticut River.
Monponsett Street over Monponsett Pond*
Hines Bridge over loose Brook*
Barre load over branch of ware River.
At Shirley line, ilitchelvilie Bridge over Nashua 
River*Harvard
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-69H insdale Maple S tre e t over H ousatonic R iv e r .Holden R eservo ir S tre e t over tra ck s o f Boston and Maine R a ilro a d .Hubbardston Shoddy M ill B ridge over Pare R iv e r .K ingston Five bridges on Route 3 .lanesborough B u ll H i l l  Road over H ousatonic R iv e r .Lee P le a sa n t S tre e t over track s o f New Y ork, New Haven and H artford  R a ilro a d .L e ic e s te r S ta ffo r d  S tre e t over French R iv e r . P le a sa n t S tr e e t over French R iv e r . Rout© SO over K e ttle  Brook.Leom inster Main S tr e e t over north branch o f Nashua R iv e r . Merriam Avenue over Concord Highway.Lexington Three b rid ges on Northern C ircu m fe re n tia l Highway,M arsh field At Horw ell l in e , Union S tre e t over North R iv e r . Canal S tre e t over Cut R iv e r ,Main S tre e t over Smith R iv e r .M iddleborough Four b rid ges on b y -p a ss.Monroe Main Road over c a n a l.New Ashford F iv e  brid ges on 1 H i  mas town Road.Newbury Hay S tr e e t over L i t t le  R iv e r .Hewburyport A t S a lisb u ry  lin e  over Merrimack R iv e r . P ed estrian  bridge over Route 1 .North Adams Three brid ges on Union S tr e e t .North ^ ttle b o ro u ^ i Three b rid ges on b y -p a ss.North Reading Washington S tr e e t over Ipsw ich R iv e r.Northampton South S tr e e t over tra ck s o f New York, New Haven and H artford  R a ilro a d ,South S tr e e t over C lark  Avenue.N orthbridge Providence Road over Main S tr e e t .
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Pittsfield
Plymouth
Behoboth
Rutland
Sandwich
Seituate
Shelburne
Shrewsbury
Somerville
Southbridge
Southwick
Springfield
Stow
Sudbury
Taunton
Uxbridge
West Housatonic Street over Housatonie River.
Wahoonah Street over est Branch of Housatonic River.
Barker Road over West Branch Housatonic River. 
Route 3 over Town Brook.
Seven bridges on by-pass.
Providence street over Palmer River.
East County Road over Ware River.
Maehpee Road over Shawae Road.
Gannet Street over a brook and over Musquash River.
Mechanic Street over Buckland Road,
At Worcester line over Lake ^ulnslgaaond.
Northern artery over tracks of Boston end Maine Railroad.
Northern Artery over Gilman Street.
Mechanic Street over Quinnebaug River.
Brickyard Road over Lebanon Brook.
Cong&saond Lake Bridge.
At est Springfield line, Memorial Bridge.
Two bridges ©t Gleasondale.
Route 20 over Panaenters Mill Pond.
Union Avenue over Dudley Brook.
Summer Street over tracks of Hew York, Hew Haven and Hartford Railroad.
Weir Street over Mill River.
Wlnthrop Street over Mill River,
Washington Street over Mill River.
Mendon Road over Blackstone River.
Two bridges on Mendon Street.
Five bridges on Sutton Road.
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Walpole Main Street over tracks of Mew York, Mew Haven 
and Hartford Railroad.
Ware Boston and Albany Railroad over highway at Gibbs Grossing.
Wareham Two bridges on Sandwich Road.
Warwick Grange Hoad over Croutt Brook.
Washington Bonny Bigg Road over West Branch Westfield River.
Wellfleet Long Pond Road over by-pass.
West Bridgewater Route 28 over Town River.
Vest Stockferidg© Three bridges on by-pass.
Westharapton Main Road over Sodom Brook.
Williamstown Four bridges on Route 7.
Windsor Berkshire Trail over last Branch Housatonle River.
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CONSTRUCTION OP M  AND COUNTY WAYS 
(Section 34, Chapter 90, General Laws, Tercentenary Mition)
'The total amount appropriated for Chapter 90 activities for* the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1946, was ,000,000.00, the Legislature 
having ? ad© available the anaunt of 065,000 under Chapter 404 of the 
Acts of 1945, approved June 11, 1945, and an additional amount of 
#2,135,000.00, made available under the provisions of Chapter 089, section 5, Acts of 1945, approved July 24, 1945.
The 2,135,000 provided by Chapter 689, Section 5, «as appro­priated. with the restriction that it would not become available to 
the Department until certain legislation was passed in Washington 
regarding the ending of the war emergency, which legislation would also make available the 1944 Federal Aid money.
Ibis legislation was passed in Washington October 2, 1945, and 
after that date the Department had available for the construction 
and repair of town and county ways the total sum of *3,000,000. 
Although this amount was available in October, 1945, the town matching 
money was not available until after the annual town meetings which 
took place in February and larch, 1946. The County matching money 
was not available until late in May, when tJie county budget was passed 
by the .Legislature. Therefore, it was Impossible to get any great 
volume of tli® 1946 >tate chapter 90 money under contract before 
June 30, 1946, which was the end of the fiscal year.
Most of our 1946 Chapter 90 money will be put under contract 
after July 1, 1846, and will appear in the report for the 1947 
fiscal year. However, during the year the Department did make 336 
contracts for Chapter 90 work, involving -519,856.99 of State money. 
Moat of the contracts were for Chapter 90 maintenance, involving the previous year*a appropriation.
The projects other than Chapter 90 maintenance consisted of 
three types. Approximately a dozen involved about #80,000 of state 
money for contracts restoring hum? lean damage in Paras table, Bristol, 
Dukes and Nantucket Counties, and about a dozen projects, amounting 
to f95,00G of State money, were for flood damage repairs in Berkshire 
County made necessary by the flash flood which occurred in the early stammer of 1945.
There were also contracts made for about #70,000 of State funds 
far eorifcrucilan, these being cases where there was no county money 
involved or where the county had made money available the previous year.
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During the year the Department has contracted for work to be done in the towns/cities named in the following table, which also shows the type of road or nature of work, the length contracted for, and the allotments or contributions by the State, towns/cities andcounties;
Counties and Towns Contributions Type of Road or Length con­State Town County Nature of V/ork tracted forBarnstable County (Feet)
Barnstable $ 2,500.00 $ 2,500.00 $ 2,500.00 Maintenance 18,275Barnstable 6,000.00 6,000.00 6,000.00 Maintenance 16,100Chatham 2,400.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 Hurricane Damage
Chatham 500.00 50C.00 500.00 RepairsMaintenance 9,785Eastham 350.00 350.00 350.00 Maintenance 1,400Falmouth 2,200.00 1,100.00 1,100.00 Bridge -Falmouth 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance 7,000Falmouth 13,500.00 6,750.00 6,750.00 Hurri cane Damage
Falmouth 9,300.00 4,650.00 4,650.00 RepairsHurricane Damage Repairs 3,450
Falmouth 16,050.00 8,025.00 3,025.00 Bridge Approaches Hurricane Damage Repairs *•
Falmouth 11,950.00 5,975.#3 5,975.00 Bridge Approaches Hurricane Damage
Falmouth 3,900.00 1,950.00 1,950.00 RepairsStorm Damage Repairs 2,240Harwich 750.00 750.00 750.00 Maintenance 12,710Harwich 1,000.00 500.00 500.00 Hurricane Damage
Orleans 500.00 500.00 500.00 Repairs Maintenance 3,480Provincetown 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 490Sandwich 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 1,600Truro 250.00 250.00 250.00 Maintenance 850Yarmouth 4,500.00 2,250.00 2,250.00 Hurricane Damage
Yarmouth 500.00 500.00 500.00 RepairsMaintenance 8,680
Berkshire County
Mams 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 350Clarksburg 350.00 350.00 350.00 Maintenance 3,200Cheshire 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 8,050Cheshire 1,875.00 625.00 - Flood Damage RepairsDalton 400.00 4C0.00 400.00 Maintenance 4,700Florida 3,000.00 3,000.00 - Maintenance 12,800Florida 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 7,ICOGreat Barrington 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 17,157Hancock 400.00 400.00 ¿00.00 Maintenance 4,400Hancock 10,620.00 1,180.00 - Flood Damage RepairsHancock 13,600.00 350.00 1,250.00 Flood Damage Repairs
Hancock 9,000.00 1,000.00 - Maintenance 9,400Hancock 20,400.00 150.00 1,250.00 Flood Damage Repairs 41,640Hancock 3,600.00 400.00 - Flood Damage Repairs 2,000
Hinsdale 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 7,500Hinsdale 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 6,000
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Counties and Towns 
p^hire County
LanesboroughLanesborough
Lanesborough¡¿nesborough- North Adems 
Lee LenoxMount Washington New Ashford New Ashford New Ashford New Marlborough North Adams 
Otis PeruSandisfield
S a v o yStockbridgeWest StockbridgeWilliamstownWilliamstown
Windsor
ContributionsState Town County
400.00 ■*>oo«oo 400.001,875.00 625.00 •M11,850.00 3,950*00 —
250.00 M 250.00500.00 500.00 500.00450.00 450.00 450.00200.00 200.00 200.001,360.00 170.00 170.0011,940.00 830.00 830.00200.00 200.00 200.001,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00500.00 500 .00 500.00300.00 300.00 300.00600.00 600.00 600.00500.00 500.00 500.00400.00 400.00 400.00500.00 500.00 500.001,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00500.00 500.00 500.008,000.00 8,000.00500 .00 500.00 500.00
Type of Road or Length con-Nature of Work tracted for(Feet)
Maintenance 6,800
Flood Damage Repairs Flood Damage Repairs
Maintenance 6,500Maintenance 7,200Maintenance 5,430Maintenance 18,900Flood Damage Repairs Flood Damage Repairs Maintenance 1,700Maintenanee 39,750Maintenance 7,300Maintenance 7,250Maintenance 16,700Storm Damage Repairs 2,000Maintenance 6,200Maintenanee 7,600Maintenance 24,100Maintenanee 8,700Flood Damage Repairs Maintenance 5,250
Bristol County
Acushnet 500.00 500.00Berkley 500.00 500.00Dartmouth 3,300.00 1,650.00
Dartmouth 500.00 500.00Dighton 500.00 500.00Easton 1,000.00 1,000.00Fairhaven 700.00 700.00Freetown 500 .00 500.00Mansfield 1,000.00 1,000.00Raynham 10,000.00 10,000.00Taunton 10,000.00 10,000.00Westport 2,000.00 2,000.00
Dukes County
Chilmark 2,000.00 2,000.00Chilmark 400.00 400.00
Edgartown 1,000.00 1,000.00Gay Head 1,000.00 —Oak Bluffs 750.00 750.00Oak Bluff8-Tisbury 1,500.00 —
Oak Bluffs 3,042.00 747.00
Tisbury 1,100.00 1,100.00
500.00 Maintenance 23,909500.00 Maintenance 48,0641,650.00 Hurricane DamageRepairs 21,125500.00 Maintenance500.00 Maintenance 56,7531,000.00 Maintenance 46,836700.00 Maintenance 29,975500.00 Maintenance 45,8011,000.00 Maintenance 18,51610,000.00 Bridge and approaches 75010,000.00 Bridge and approaches 7502,000.00 Maintenance 75,701
2,000.00 Maintenance a 6,300400.00 Hurricane DamageRepairs
1,000.00 Maintenance 15,5341,000.00 Maintenance 9,225750.00 Maintenance 11,700
1,500.00 Cleaning and paintingbridge
711.00 Riprap1,100.00 Maintenance 17,256
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Essex County
Contributions State Town County Type of Road or Nature of Work Length con­tracted for (Feet)
£ g g 6 X $ 500.00 $ 1,000.00 $ _ Maintenanee 26,997Groveland 250.00 500.00 - Maintenance 15,710
Haverhill 850.00 850.00 850.00 Maintenance 3,983Uarblehead 500.00 1,000.00 to* Maintenance 55,071
Franklin County
Ashfield 250.*0 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 22,047Ashfield 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 10,000Bernard st on 100.00 200.00 300.00 Maintenanee 6,800Buckland 125.00 250.00 375.00 Maintenance 5,968Buckland 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 29,765Charlemont 125.00 500.00 375.00 Maintenance 16,700Chari emont 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 13,519Col rain 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 9,350Col rain 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 11,483Conway 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 37,700Conway 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 16,800Deerfield 500.00 1,000.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 1,820Erving 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 1,961
Gill 375.00 750.00 1,125.00 Maintenance 49,368Gill 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenants 18,900Greenfield 500.00 1,000.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 39,532Greenfield 500.00 1,000.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 31,937Hawley 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 28,950Hawley 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 10,700Heath 250.00 500.00 750.00 • Maintenance 22,950Heath 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 9,505Leverett 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 20,112Leverett 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 11,412Leyden 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 8,100Levden 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 Gravel 750Leyden 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 13,440Monroe 175.00 350.00 525.00 Maintenance 18,550Monroe 175.00 350.00 525.00 Maintenance 17,550Montague 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 25,050Montague 500.00 1,000.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 40,173New Salem 150.00 300.00 450.00 Maintenance 7,000New Salem 225.00 450.00 675.00 Maintenance 11,350Northfield 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 22,200Orange 500.00 1,000.00 1,500.00 Maintenants 41,784Orange 500.00 1,000.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 26,000Rowe 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 13,535Rowe 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 10,214Shelburne 250.00 50Ò.00 750.00 Maintenance 27,308Shelburne 400.00 750.00 1,100.00 Maintenance 16,651Shutesbury 200.00 400.00 . 600.00 Maintenance 9,000Shutesbury 200.00 400.00 600.00 Maintenance 10,500Sunderland 150.00 300.00 450.00 Maintenance 12,259Warwick 750.00 1,000.00 1,250.00 Maintenance 23,300Warwick 750.00 1,000.00 1,250.00 Maintenance 44,240Wendell 250.00 500.00 700.00 Maintenance 10,457Whately 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 17,847Whately 250.00 500.00 750.00 Maintenance 19,147
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Counties and Towns Contributions Type of Road cr Length con-State Town County Nature of .York tracted forHampden County (Feet)
Agawam $ 4,096.80 $ 5,833.34 $ 7,569.86 Bridge abutment andwing wallAgawam 1,200.00 1,200.00 1,200.00 Maintenance 16,750Brimf ield 800.00 300.00 800.00 Maint9nance 52,537Chicopee 900.00 900.00 - Drainage RepairsFast Longmeadow 800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance 20,050Granville 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 20,435Hampden 850.00 850.00 350.00 Maintenance 10,318Hampden 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 10,700Holland 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 31,317Holyoke 500.00 500.00 500.00 Bridge Maintenance 1,250Ludlow 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 53,482Monson 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 19,943Montgomery 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 9,500Palmer 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 71,133Russell 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maint enance 7,600Southwick 500.00 500.00 500 .00 Maintenance ' 16,488Tolland 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 7,200Wales 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 15,700Wilbraham 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 7,250
Hampshire County
Amherst 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 34,550Chesterfield 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 33,550Cummington 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maint enance • 25,000Goshen 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 19,510Granby 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 14,800Hadley 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 53,100Hatfield 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 26,850Huntington 400.00 400.00 400.00 Maintenance 8,780Huntington 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 4,000Middle! ield 700.00 700.00 700.00 Maintenance 13,800Pelham 200.00 200 .00 200.00 Maintenance 4,000Plainfield 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 17,700South Hadley 133.33 133.34 133.34 Bridge Maintenance 306South Hadley 500.00 500.00 500 .00 Maintenance 25,720westhampton 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 24,675Worthington 8C0.00 800.00 800.00 feintenance 15,200
Middlesex County
Acton 1,800.00 1,800.00 1,800.00 Maintenance 99,315Acton 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 99,316Arlington 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 40,356Ashby 300.00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 28,075Ashland 1,350.00 1,350.00 1,350.00 Maintenance 41,879Ashland 500.00 500.CO - 500.00 Maintenance 41,906Ayer 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 54,009Bedford 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 Maintenance 56,734Bedford 1,250.00 1,250.00 1,250.00 Maintenance 56,734Belmont 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 39,996Billerica 2,250.00 2,250.00 2,250.00 Maintenance 100,175Billerica 1,250.00 1,250.00 1,250.00 Maintenance 100,214B oxb o rou gh 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 44,567
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Counties and Towns
Middlesex CountyBurlingtonBurlingtonCambridge
Cambridge
CarlisleCarlisleC h e lm sfo rdConcordDracutDunstableFramingham
GrotonHollistonHollistonHopkintonHudsonHudsonLincolnLincolnLittletonMaynardNatickNatickNorth ReadingNorth ReadingPepperellPepperellReadingReadingShirleyShirleyStonehamStow
SudburyTewksburyTownsendTyng8 bo roughTyngsboroughWakefieldWakefieldWatertownWaylandWestfordWestonWestonWilmington
W inchesterWoburn
Nantucket Cqunty
Nantucket
Nantucket
Contributions Type of Road or Length con­State Town County Nature of Work tracted for(Feet)
$ 1,350.00 $ 1,350.00 $ 1,350.00 Maintenance 83,0445C0.C0 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 83,04430,000.00 30,000.00 - Class I and JBituminous Concrete 11,000
7,000.00 7,000.00 7,000.00 Class I BituminousConcrete 3,0501,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 62,710500.00 500.00 50Ò.00 Maintenance 62,6601,250.00 1,250.00 1,250.00 Maintenance 97,810500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 85,951500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 80,022300 .00 300.00 300.00 Maintenance 51,1841,350.00 1,350.00 1,350.00 Maintenance 100,907500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 55,0701,350.00 1,350.00 1,350.00 Maintenance 53,504500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 53,504500.00 500 . 00 500.00 Maintenance 64,2201,350.00 1,350.00 1,350.00 Maintenance 52,7711,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 52,7611,080.00 1,080.00 1,080.00 Mai ntenance 42,5401,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 42,5401,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 65,548500.00 500.00 500 .00 Maintenance 38,817900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 64,976500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 64,97 61,350.00 1,350.00 1,350.00 Maintenance 46,725500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 46,7251,620.00 1,620.00 1,620.00 Maintenanee 79,652500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 79,652900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 45,497500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 45,767900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 57,068500.00 500.00 500 .00 Maintenance 57 ,068900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 42,435800.00 800.00 800.00 Maint enance 42,4341,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 87,980500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 73,484500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 53,5581,350.00 1,350.00 1,350.00 Maintenance 88,726800.00 800.00 800.00 Maintenance 88,7261,350.00 1,350.00 1,350.00 Maintenance 50,635500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 50,635500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 31,5231,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 58,207500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 133,286900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 33,189500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 33,189
900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 54,532500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 46,763
500.00 250.00 250.00 Drainage outlet
2,000.00 2,000.00 ** Maintenance 16,600
11,000.00 22,000.00 - Bridge and approaches
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Counties and To'.vns Contributions Type of Road or Length con-State Town County Nature of .York tracted forNorfolk County (Feet)
Bellingham $ 500.00 $ 500.00 $ 500.00 Maintenance 64,721Braintree 900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 23,466Brookline 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 9,068Canton 900.00 900 .00 900.00 Maintenance 54,698Dedham 900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 35,383Dover 500 .00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 59,376Foxborough 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 60,110Franklin 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance 105,666L'edfield 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 36,431Medway 500.00 500 .00 500.00 Maintenance 68,146Mill is 900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 67,731Mill is 500.00 500 .00 500.00 Maintenance 67,731Milton 900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 37,200Needham 900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 49,095Norfolk 1,100.00 1,100.00 1,100.00 Maintenance 62,528Norfolk 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 62,528Norwood 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 45,033Plainville 500.00 500.00 500.00 Maintenance 25,135Stoughton 900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 45,882Walpole 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 64,057Walpole 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 64,057Wellesley 900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 63,335Westwood 1,100.00 1,100.00 1,100.00 Maintenance 52,072Weymouth 900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 59,607Wrentham 900.00 900.00 900.00 Maintenance 49,647
Plymouth County
Abington 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 3,145Bridgewater 1,500 .00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 35,338Brockton 11,500.00 11,500.00 Class I Bituminous Concrete 3,130Carver 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 4,700Duxbury 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 3,600East Bridgewater 1,389.86 1 ,389.86 1,389 .86 Maintenance 6,150Hanover 500.00 250.00 250.00 Culve rtLakeville 600.00 300 .00 300.00 CulvertMarshfield 852.05 852.C5 852.05 Bridge RepairsMarshfield 647.95 647.95 647.95 Maintenance 3,780Marshfield 230.00 230.00 230.00 Bridge RepairsMattapoisett 1,500.00 750.00 750.00 Hurricane Damage RepairsPembroke 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 Maintenance 6,917Plymouth 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 Maintenance 34,020Plympt on 633.34 633.33 633.33 Maintenance 4,800Plympton 866.66 866.67 866.67 Bridge RepairsPlympt on 600.00 200.00 400.00 CulvertScituate 230.00 230.00 230.00 Bridge RepairsWareham 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 Maintenance 7 ,365West Bridgewater 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 Maintenance 22,090
Suffolk County
Winthrop 1,000.00 2,000.00 - Maintenance 8,900
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and Towns State
ContributionsTown CountyCounties
I«*/.outer County
AshburnhamAthol $ 1,000.00 1,500.00 $ 1,000.00 1,500.002,850.00 2,850.00BarreBerlin Black s to n e  Brookfield
1,000.00 1,000.001,000.00600.00
1,000.00600.00CharltonClintonClintonDouglasDudleyDudley
1,500.00 800.OC
1,500.00 800*00
1,400.00 1,400.002,000.00 2,000.001,000.00 1,000.006,000.00 3,000.00test B r o o k f i e l d 600.00 600.00Craft on 700.00 700.00«ardwick 1,000.00 1,(*0.00Holden 1,200.00 1,200.00Hubbard a t  on 1,500.00 1,500.00L eicester 2,000.00 2,000.00Lunenburg 1,000.00 1,000.00Hendon 1,000.00 1,000.00Milford 1,000.00 1,000.00Milford 287.50 575.00H illbury 1,500.00 1,500.00Hill bury 1,000.00 1,000.00M i l lv i l le 700.00 700.00New B r a i n t r e e 1,500.00 1,500.00North B r o o k f i e l d 700.00 700.00N orth b rid ge 1,500.00 1,500.00N orthb rid ge 1,000.00 500.00N orth b rid ge 4,800.00 2,400.00
N o rth b rid ge 4,500.00 2,250.00N orthborough 300.00 300 .00N orthborough 175.00 350.00Oakham 1,200.00 1,200.00Oakham 500.00 250.00Oxford 1,000.00 1,000.00Paxton 4,000.00 2,000.00Petersham 1,000.00 1,000.00P rin c e to n 2,000.00 2,000.00loyal a t  on 1,300.00 1,300.00Rutland 1,800.00 1,300.00Rutland 1,000.00 500.00Shrew sbury 700.00 700.00S o u th b o ro u g h 500.00 500.00S o u th b r id g e 9C0.00 900.00Spencer 1,000.00 1,000.00S t e r l in g 2,000.00 2,000.00S tu r b r id g e 750.00 750.00Sutton 1,600.00 1,600.00Sutton 1,100.00 1,100.00¡u tton 6,000.00 3,000.00Tem pleton 1,500.00 1,500.00
p
Type of Road or Length con—Nature of Work tracted for(Feet)
1,000.00 Maintenance 48,4801,500.00 Maintenants 67,3262,850.00 Maintenance 54,7331,000.00 Maintenance 58,8101,000.00 Maintenance 65,925500.00 Maintenance 31,3851,500.00 Maintenance 65,625800.00 Maintenance 34,2931,400.00 Drainage alterations2,000.00 Maintenance 52,9421,000.00 Maintenance 45,9983,000.00 Grading 2,27560C.00 Maintenance 39,673700 .00 Maintenance 40,4381,000.00 Maintenance 48,8311,200.00 Maintenance 60,1041,500.00 Maintenance 75,6702,000.00 Maintenance 55,6761,000.00 Maintenance 57,9781,000.00 Maintenance 56,2711,000.00 Maintenance 52,489287.50 Bridge Repairs1,500.00 Maintenance 37,0341,000.00 Rwad Repairs 2,376700.00 Maintenance 17,9071,500.00 Maintenance 53,438700.00 Maintenance 38,2711,500.00 Maintenance 50,809500.00 Maintenance 22,0042,400.00 Class I BituminousConcrete 800
2,250.00 Bituminous road-mix 1,600300.00 Maintenance1 20,392175.00 Bridge Repairs1,200.00 Maintenance 59,163250.00 Maintenance 8001,000.00 Maintenance 43,4792,000.00 Bituminous road-mix 1,3501,000.00 Maintenance 47,8282,000.00 Maintenance 118,0981,300.00 Maintenance 61,7421,800.00 Maint enance 74,415500 .00 Maintenance 2,100700.00 Maintenance 43,196500.00 Maintenance 29,276
900.00 Maintenance 39,1911,000.00 Maintenance 51,1132,000.00 Maintenance 107,593
75*.00 Maintenance 28,4001,600.00 Maintenance 67,2891,100.00 Bridge Repairs3,000.00 Bituminous road-mix 1,450
1,500.00 Maintenance 68,968
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Counties and Town3 State’Worcester County
Upton $ 1,000.00Upton 287.50Uxbridge 1,200.00Warren 600.00Warren 300.00Warren 1,900.00West Boyle ton 1,000.00West Brookfield 1,500.00Westborough 1,000.00We stborough 175.00Westminster 1,500.00Winchendon 3,100.00
ContributionsTown County
$ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00575.00 287.501,200.00 1,200.00600.00 600.00300.00 300 .001,900.00 1,900.001,000.00 1,000.001,500.00 1,500.001,000.00 1,000.00350.00 175.001,500.00 1,500.001,000.00 1,700.00
Type of Road or Length con­Nature of '.York tracted for
Maintenance
(Fe6t)
39,883Bridge Repairs Me intenance 69,964Maintenance 21,156Bridge Repairs Bridge Repairs Maintenance 54,740Maintenance 50,083Maintenance 61,989Bridge Repairs Maintenance 77,141Maintenance 26,919
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REPAIR AND IMPROVEMENT OF PUBLIC WAYS, EXCLUSIVE OF STATE HIGHWAYS,
IN CERTAIN TOWNS(Sections 26 to 29 and 31 of Chapter 81 of the General Laws, TercentenaryEdition, as amended)
During the year the Department contracted for work to be done in the towns named in the following table, which also shows the road mileage in the towns and the allot“ ments or contributions by the State and towns*
Mile* AllotmentCounties and Towns of Road State Town
Barnstable County
Brewster 38 $ 8,550.00 $ 4,750.00Dennis 80 18,000.00 10,000.00Eastham 43 9,675.00 3,225.00Mashpee 26 5,850.00 2,600.00Sandwich 67 15,075.00 6,700.00Truro 30 6,750.00 3,750.00Wellfleet 38 8,550.00 4,750.00
Berkshire County
Alford 18 4,050.00 720.00Becket 60 13,500.00 2,400.00Cheshire 43 9,675.00 3,225.00Clarksburg 14 3,150.00 2,100.00Egremont 34 7,650.00 2,550.00Florida 44 9,900.00 3,300.00Hancock 28 6,300.00 1,400.00Hinsdale 37 8,325.00 2,775.00Lanesborough 44 9,900.00 3,300.00Monterey 51 11,475.00 2,040.00Mount Washington 20 4,500.00 500.00New Ashford 11 2,475.00 275.00New Marlborough 87 19,575.00 3,480.00Otis 42 9,450.00 1,680.00Peru 37 8,325.00 555.00Richmond 34 7,650.00 2,550.00Sandisfield 84 18,900.00 1,260.00Savoy 57 12,825.00 855.00Sheffield 79 17,775.00 3,950.00Tyringham 25 5,625.00 1,250.00Washington 52 11,700.00 780.00West Stockbridge 34 7,650.00 3,400.00Windsor 65 14,625.00 975.00
B^ B^+r.1 Countv
Berkley 42 9,450.00 3,150.00DightonFreetownNorton
4646 10.350.0010.350.00
6.900.003.450.0057 12,825.00 5,700.00Raynham 46 10,350.00 4,600.00RehobothSwansea 11064 24.750.0014.400.00 8.250.009.600.00
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Counties and Towns Mil C8 Allotmentof Road State TownDukes County
Chilmark 14 $ 3,150.00 $ 1,750.00West Tiebury 14 3,150.00 1,750.00
Essex County
Boxford 55 12,375.00 2,750.00Essex 24 5,400.00 3,600.00Georgetown 35 7,875.00 4,375.00Groveland 29 6,525*00 3,625.00Merrimac 32 7,200.00 4,800.00Middleton 32 7,200.00 4,800.00Newbury 42 9,450.00 5,250.00Rowley 32 7,200.00 4,000.00Topsfield 39 8,775.00 5,850.00West Newbury 39 8,775.00 3,900.00
Franklin County
Ashfield 80 18,000.00 3,200.00Bernardston 40 9,000.00 3,000.00Buckland 46 10,350.00 6,900.00Chariemont 47 10,575.00 2,350.00Col rain 85 19,125.00 4,250.00Conway 71 15,975.00 2,840.00Deerfield 75 16,875.00 9,375.00Gill 34 7,650.00 2,550.00Hawley 49 11,025.00 735.00Heath 54 12,150.00 810.00Leverett 34 7,650.00 1,360.00Leyden 39 8,775.00 585.00Monroe 18 4,050.00 2,250.00New Salem 37 8,325.00 555.00Northfield 65 14,625.00 4,875.00Orange 78 17,550.00 11,700.00Rowe 40 9,000.00 1,600.00Shelburne 49 11,025.00 7,350.00Shutesbury 35 7,875.00 875.00Sunderland 34 7,650.00 3,400.00Warwick 56 12,600.00 840.00Wendell 48 10,800.00 720.00Whately 40 9,000.00 3,000 .00
Hampden County
Blandiord 74 16,650.00 1,850.00Brimfield 63 14,175.00 2,520.00Chester 68 15,300.00 3,400.00Granville 73 16,425.00 5,475.00Hampden 34 7,650.00 2,550.COHolland 32 7,200.00 480.00Monson 103 23,175.00 7,725.00Montgomery 28 6,300.00 700.00
Southwick 50 11,250.00 6,250.00Tel land 40 9,000.00 1,000.00Wales 24 5,400.00 950.00Wilbraham 46 10,350.00 6,900.00
-= -82-
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Counti es and *lwns 
Hampshire County
Miles of Road
Bel chert own 103Chesterfield 58Cummington 49Goshen 29Granby 49Hadley 58Hatfield 50Huntington 38Middlefield 41Pelham 20Plainfield 48Southampton 56Westhampton 46Williamsburg 42Worthington 68
Middlesex County
Acton 57Ashby 58Ashland 40Bedford 40Boxborough 23Burlingten 41Carlisle 41Dracut 71Dunstable 37Groton 74Holliston 51Hopkinton 67Littleton 41North Reading 37Pepperell 69Sherborn 43Shirley 45Stow 42Sudbury 62Tewksbury 65Townsend 71Tyngsborough 40Westford 81
Allotment
State Town
$23,175.00
13,050.0011.025.006.525.0011.025.0013.050.0011.250.008.550.009.225.004.500.0010.800.0012,600.0010.350.009.450.0015.300.00
12.825.0013.050.009.000. 009.000. 005.175.009.225.009.225.0015.975.008.325.0016.650.0011.475.0015.075.009.225.008.325.0035.525.009.675.0010.125.009.450.0013.950.0014.625.0015.975.009.000. 0018.225.00
$ 4,120.001.450.001.225.001.160.002.450.007.250.007.500.002.850.00615.00
2,000.00720.002.800.00690.003.150.001.700.00
8.550.002.900.00
6 , 000.00
6 , 000.00920.006.150.003.075.0010.650.00925.00
11.100.007.650.008.375.006.150.005.550.006.900.006.450.005.625.003.150.009.300.009.750.005.325.004,000.0010,125.00
Norfolk County
BellinghamMedfieldMedway
MillisNorfolk
Plainville
49 11,025.00 6,125.0041 9,225.00 6,150.0045 10,125.00 6,750.0042 9,450.00 6,300.0041 9,225.00 4,100.0032 7,200.00 4,000.00
Plymouth County
14,625.00 6,500.00
7,875.00 3,500.00
Carver
Halifax
65
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Counties and Towns Miles Allotmentof Road State TownPlymouth County 1 >
Hanson 37 $ 8,325.00 $ 5,550.00Iskeville 43 9,675.00 4,300.00Norwell 47 10,575.00 5,875.00Pembroke 48 10,800.00 7,200.00Flympton 31 6,975.00 2,325.00Rochester 51 11,475.00 3,325.00
Worcester County
Ashbumham 77 17,325.00 5,775.00Barre 98 22,050.00 7,350.00Berlin 40 9,000.00 3,000.00Blackstone 36 8,100.00 5,400.00Bolton 52 11,700.00 2,600.00Boylston 41 9,225.00 3,075.00Brookfield 35 7,875.00 3,500.00Charlton 110 24,750.00 5,500.00Douglas 71 15,975.00 5,325.00Dudley 65 14,625.00 9,750.00East Brookfield 19 4,275.00 2,375.00Grafton 70 15,750.00 10,500.00Hardwick 84 18,900.00 4,200.00Harvard 57 12,825.00 5,700.00Holden 78 17,550.00 9,750.00Hubbard st on 76 17,100.00 1,900.00Lancaster 51 11,475.00 6,375.00Leicester 68 15,300.00 8,500.00Lunenburg 71 15,975.00 5,325.00Mendon 36 8,100.00 3,600.00Millville 17 3,825.00 2,125.00New Braintree 51 11,475.00 1,275.00North Brookfield 68 15,300.00 6,800.00Northborough 48 10,800.00 6,000.00Oakham 46 10,350.00 1,150.00Oxford 65 14,625.00 8,125.00Paxton 28 6,300.00 2,800.00Petersham 66 14,850.00 3,300.00Phillipston 44 9,900.00 660.00Princeton 73 16,425.00 2,920.00Royalston 74 16,650.00 1,850.00Rutland 60 13,500.00 4,500'.00Southborough 46 10,350.00 6,900.00Spencer 100 22,500.00 12,500.00Sterling 72 16,200.00 5,400.00Sturbridge 71 15,975.00 5,325.00Sutton 86 19,350.00 6,450.00Templeton 63 14,175.00 7,875.00Upt on 59 13,275.00 4,425.00Warren 69 15,525.00 6,900.00West Boylston 37 8,325.00 5,550.00West Brookfield 52 11,700*00 3,900.00We stborough 63 14,175.00 9,450.00Westminster 80 18,000.00 6,000.00
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m m m i m & m m m z
lalateiuaice «ma etmtiaued m t a asmaMtet rootrioted heals this year, Tfae 
m& tag of the war on August IS, 1943 €14 m t  sad the a»teri*i, equipi-eot sad 
tssnposor shortage* although e»»t of the» pe»R«iu»nt employees who «ere in the 
arK&d serficos bed returned fey the end of tbs fiscal year ItMta 30, 1944«
C«a*»l ael#te»a*ie* including repairs to road surfseee, oniatsnsnee of 
shoulder» oau slopes, cleaning ditches sad drains#» structure», repair* to 
fences »nil @oard mil, e s t n im  gresssd area* «» ' clearing leototdM «as cowl«d 
or. during the year, this writ lass practically all psvtorm4 fey naieieaeace 
forces, the asfouiit of contract «ark feeing kept to a «dniacne,
4 few isiaeeileaeott* contrscta were let Including drainage »Iterations 
in Vvton and - indoor end « riprap project in rravine«to*» which resulted fro» 
severe stores t e w p .
liltb the complete tem a m X of rest*! otione on the use of asphalt end. tar 
for highway purposes it «as possible to apply surface treatments acre freely 
tfesn durtag the earlier war f»ts. ¿hi« tspertaat mintea&nee function wee 
perfofned as about 2?0 nil.es of htetu highways during tfee year.
evo« m e m »
Sm m  removal on tete highways was carried out under «utharlty of 
action 1$, Ohepter 81 of the General Lem, as «Mended.
During the 1948 fiscal year the 0ep*rt«Mttt plowed m &  tmnámú lS5?.g 
siiee of Mgfewaye.
mem renom 1 on town roads was carried out under authority of motion 11, 
Chapter S4 of the General lew end String the flseel year the repertse»* 
cooperated on 449.5 »lies of higbeeys. tinder this et, the higímeye selected 
«tere plowed in cooperation with the toa»*, sad part of the coat was. boras fey 
local agencies.
m  during tb» war year», repair parte for ..itete-eoned truck* sad equip* 
neat «ere difficult to ©tetáis.
On «cessât of tbs type of «o«e of tin» snowfalls, packed snow was encoun­
tered on * »««tear of the w siit lines sad * considerable aaoaet of sending use 
required, particularly due to the fact that sassy eehicle* sere Operating ith 
ssaooth tires.
i' ~~l
 r o. on1t1 cl .
w ffll .-.s • JJ.•• in coopta. 
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CHJUSTO 81
Hsâ«r Cïhajfter 81, ¿actions 26-89 of tbe Guani urne, m  es»»*#* by 
Cbepter 366, «te of 183%, «s* Chnptec «8, 188 «né 442, -.et* e? 1943, m  
to»a» «ith « total or 8088 aile* of public vt&B particivotati in thi* pvogrtm 
éurim. tbe e»len*er year enàing incomber 31, 184S* Sbe allotnent* w&*r thi* 
psoptfti* «**» iueluuea In the budget for thè fioca 1 year m â l m  Sane 30, 1843.
Swrts* tbe ettlenâer yeer eafiinf! Deeeaber 3k, 1846 nmier tfeeee «et* aa* 
lncludi?iê tb» enesâsœnt o f v h e ^ e r  689, . et« of 1943, 180 \asm* «Uh » total 
of 9140 k ü m  of public mye/pertieipete* la thi* progra». «b» ni lot mata 
totali^ ^,036,300 entier thi* groffrais m m  indù*** in tîe budget for the 
fisesl year emâiag atta* 30, 1946.
mM&sm m s m m œ m
MnlBteasae» of tare«* end ahrufa* «long tbe St* te hilare en* the 
operation of tb* «ttdbury Murmr? were «rrie* on as usuel thi* y««r. aererai 
hunctre* rteclduou* treee «a£ «tout f00 sfcrub® of boti» erergree» mà ëmi&wma 
type* «or» pleut**, principali* m  mpU^irnam of «en* or injure* «wmtfe. 
Tmm crewe throughout tbe rariotto district* of tbe State «re eoaatently on 
ths olert for hb© protection of tfc© public trois falli»« li***» «a* tre** an* 
ercarr effort i* maie to locete «ni rwsove thés* ««Baco* fj*on elthia tfc# üst» higkîiay la y o u t.
Contracta ««m let for spreyin*; eltfc «nemnte of leafi uni «xperiattlol 
sprayIn« «Ite B*o.¥* D.D.*. ima use* i» penfar foia# m* tbe actuel spraylag
ras ecconpllsbe* by »«an* of a bloeer botfe by airpleæ ano truck, thè rosait* 
IfMftfti re y setisfactovy. tbe continufoice of the spmgffig progren by th* 
Depertmnt, la eooyerstioB «tth other a* «nei©*, ha* begsa ta prudve* remit» 
#â»iefe are «ridere* by ths lesseaiag of tb» gypsy sK>tk peut. Th*nke te thi* 
progrs* rery little eri;:©ace of tbe Date)» 11® dis*©** ho» beea fona* «itila 
tbe ;*V te Mgfe «y layout. la tbe S m  ©a**»* os record shich «ere dimorerò* 
la tbe «estera part of tbe State tha tr**e» were r©£s»red sac tbe hnrk bum®*, 
«feicb b«* resulta in preveatia« tbe après* of tbe dis*««*.
c&xtfit om*ï
t itb aa eppropriatio» of -550,000. far capital outlay for tbe fiscal 
y car, tbe î^ pertuent etteapte* ta aefce a start tewards tbe replacèrent of 
obsolete as* «ara eut equipuent, a* mil as tbe purché»« of «dditional zotor 
rabici*« aaâ s*ehl®*ry la orüer to tabe cere of tbe expansion of tbe Departmœt.
Boa* equipaant «a* yurekeee* froi* tbe 1er Asseta A*i4aistratioa but tbe 
üepertæat *oes aot bare a jmffieleatly high priority to obtaln tbe aere 
deolm bl* ite n e .
Delirery of ne» equlpa«»at «a* retar*«* due ta conditions la tfea iaâustry 
«a* it *a» necessary to expm* a coaaiderabl« «nouât of mnay for repair* to 
aotor rehic les a^ i nachiaory whioh» under »ormi eonâltions, «oui* ber* been 
mplfice*.
0oAb'ftftt!a 
•~- o:t&·~ .... l.T. 
• 
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D u r in g the flmt «Ix m m th B  o t the 194Ä fitte m i y««r tfc« Sayartweat 
raaimtain*« an»; &ptamte<l 94£ bridge*, including 6 árawbriág**. Or  Jm m n r y  
1, 1846 peaponsibiHty for tte* m im rn m m e * «aö operation of 346 edditio»«! 
brio/:«** including 7 ¿rawbrlíipe», we* *s*au«*>« sinder Cim.pt«? 690 of the Act* 
of 1945. At « h» »ad of th* fiscal y«*r, th*r*#ere, the Depnrteamt had th* 
responsibility of eistainiop !-ah eg*rettag lt%8 br4:g*s, Inclue!tag 15 
árowbriág**.
Or  the fixed brier**, th* principisi I t e m  of untatomene* hot* boon 
the painting of »tructer*! »total, patching or »placing of bridge decimi, 
repair* to aoscret* end repairs to «at*l fence*. 0» the drawbridge», tfc* 
principal it#«» of itatateaoae* h a m  b m  repair* to omchlnery ata electri­
cal control*, repairs ta deck» »nö structural «fecal minting, la addition, 
an *p*r*ting ere* 1* rc^uirefl for «neh drawbridge, th* total partano*! 
«taunting to 80 M m .
1 tabulatiti» of the total number of «re* opening* at six of the 
drawbridge* during the y «er 1* shewn below:
fall Hirer {Brittan# 3tro*t Bridg*) 920 
fall Rirar (Sis«** ferry Briáge} 1461 K*w See fori, B rid g i 894 
¿uiacy ifbra îiirer Bridg*) 445 
»«wburyport - Salisbury Bridge 93 
£feittt&t*-jfershfi*l6 Bridge Chamâ operate« î 5
Total opening* 3798
91» renatala^ ata* è v m b r iû m *  m m  m % und*»r the direct sttperttalon 
of the D*p»rt**nt until July 1, 1946 aaô, thsraferw, records of openings *r* 
not arailabl*.
Contract repair* wer» tstatertaken m  m m * 1 bridge* an« a brief
«»nerij-tioa of thee* repair* foil
Ite«* off Brida»
Or**afiel«-ïtontag»c 
Sooroe-Snrshe» 
B*w*rly-itel*n 
Destai *«T& r m v ít h
taraban
Boston - Dorchester Aman« 
Me rehfleld-BCi tuet*
Kin&hn*.—iial.l
Ceabrtag*
Matak
U>«*11
Buckles« - Shelheexm» 
Chicopee
Fail Rir»r-»rir taw» street
!frjy..At..SiSB£iJg
hepcir* to «eck «ad painting 
Hepnir *  peint fane* 
impair är*wtrt*ß*r»* tenus*
Bepairs ta pile*» * *
impair* to nnchincry
Fainting»
tap isc* «eck « aa a
tapine« deck a m  painting 
•teplsce «arfne* tea« repair tatareta 
SmpXn-cm fender pier
-
,.. 
11  
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A brlwic* rmintwnrneo craw warn sat «p 1» oneh 6 latrici «sS M M f  
rcoaira *»r» naia tey thaaa craws «a t&ay tawmaa nacaarary. fha palatiag of 
ail «sail fcrlô«»* aaâ all of the other oacaa ary rapai** work which asta aot 
a t aufficicat ala* to aerraat tfea preparati«« of a e«atract was S o w  tr ti»aaa
M U
STATE REGULATION CP ADVERTISING SIGHS AHD DEVICES 
(Chapter 93, Sections 29-33, General Laws, as amended)
The regulation of advertising signs as provided for by the 
General laws as cited above relates to certain advertising signs or 
devices on private property within public view, with certain statutory 
exceptions* For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1946, the Outdoor Ad­
vertising Division was self-sustaining, in compliance with the original 
intent of the Legislature that there be no expense to the Comeusnwealth 
for this service* The Division*® revenue is obtained from a uniform 
rate of fees for licenses and permits issued during the year to adver­
tising companies and individuals. These permits expire on June 30 of 
each year. The number of renewal permit© for signs for the year ended 
was 6,318*
Licenses were granted to twenty-five (25) individuals and others 
to engage in the business of advertising in the Commonwealth by the 
use of outdoor signs*
Six hundred and forty-two applications were received for permits 
for the erection of advertising signs, and four hundred and forty-one 
permits were granted for the year to regular advertising companies* In 
addition, ten individual advertisers were given permits on single 
applications, and eighteen temporary applications far permits granted* 
Individual applications are obtained for the most part at the infor­
mation desk maintained in toe office of this Division for the purpose 
of education and explaining the various provisions of the Law*
Many requests were received during the past year from various 
other states relative to our law, which is considered a model through­
out the country. In addition, city, town and civic groups have re­
ceived from this Division information relative to local advertising 
sign problem*
RECEIPTS AMD ESPLiM I I S ;
Total receipts year ending June 30, 1946
Total expenditures year ending June 30, 1946
$19,598*57
20,243.89
REMOVAL OF s m m
The "Sign Patrol" consisting of one truck completely equipped for 
the work has removed 17,000 signs during the year in addition to 900 
removed by other agents of the Department, under authority of Section 
3QA, Chapter 93, General Laws, from within the highways and from 
private property*
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CHEA.TXOH CF OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AUTHORITY
The Outdoor Advertising Authority was created and its powers 
and duties defined under the provisions of Chapter 612 of the 
Acts of 1946, approved on June 15, 1946. Under Oeotlon 6 of 
said Chapter the rules and regulations for the control and 
restriction of billboards, signs and other advertising devices 
adopted by the Department of Tublie .orics and in force on 
September 13, 1946 would remain in full force and effect until 
amended, repealed or superseded by the Outdoor advertising Authority. 
A H  licenses and permits Issued by the Department of Public works 
and outstanding on said date would remain in effect until the 
expiration dates thereof.
OR~lT.IO.J  UI  
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RELATING TO THE DIVISION OF WATERWAYS AND PUBLIC LANDS
The Division of Waterways and Public Lands exercised 
administrative oontrol of all Commonwealth lands, all matters 
pertaining to Boston Harbor except as noted below and to rivers, 
harbors, tidewaters and foreshores of the Commonwealth and the 
General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport.
During the fiscal year the Division has made extensive studies 
for the development of the General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport, the 
details of which are hereinafter stated in the report.
As of July 1?, 1945 the Port of Boston Authority was established 
under Chapter 619 of the Acts of 1945 and all administrative matters 
relating to the Fort of Boston were transferred from the Division of 
Waterways to the Fort of Boston Authority.
Hearings have been held on several petitions for the improvement 
of rivers, harbors and foreshores outside of Boston Harbor and a 
detailed account of the work done is also included in this report.
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BOSTOH iiABBOB
Under the provisions of Chapter 619 of the Acts of 1945, approved 
July 17, 1945, the Port of Boston Authority was established.
ihe above Act took effect on the date of its approval and granted 
jurisdiction and administrative authority to the Port of Boston 
Authority of an area of tide water lying westerly of the following 
described line-
**Point Allerton to the northeasterly side of Green Island, thence to 
the southerly point of beer Island, thence to the northeasterly comer 
of President Hoads Anchorage basin, thence along the northerly side of 
said Anchorage Basin, thence along the westerly end of said Anchorage 
basin and a line in extension thereof to the northerly line of the 
thirty-five foot main ship channel, thence along the northerly line of 
the main ship channel to the Bird Island Anchorage Basin, thence along 
tbs easterly end and northerly side of said Bird Island Anchorage Basin 
to an intersection of the southeasterly side line of Jeffries Street 
extended southwesterly, theme northeasterly along said line extended 
and the southeasterly side line of Jeffries Street to Maverick Street.*
During the interim between the passage of the Act and the appointment 
of the Conaeis si oners of the Port of Boston Authority, the Department of 
Public 'Aorfts continued its former administrative functions in Boston 
Harbor Including clerical services and the granting of licenses and 
permits required In the operation of the port.
During the year all records, plans, and personnel of the Department 
employed on the Port of Boston work have been transferred to the Port 
of Boston Authority.
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GENERAL EDWARD LAWRENCE LOGAN AIRPORT 
EAST BOSTON
Legislation
Legislation providing for the expansion of the General Edward Lawrence 
Logan Airport, East Boston, by the Commonwealth has consisted of the follow­
ing acts;
1. Chapter 695, Acts of 1941 Bonds Authorized $ 2,000,000
2. Chapter 528, Acts of 1943 Bonds Authorized 4,750,000
3. Chapter 383, Acts of 1945 Bonds Authorized 15,000,000
4. Chapter 595, Acts of 1946 Bonds Authorized 6.000.000
TOTAL BONDS AUTHORIZED $ 27,750,000
These acts directed the Department of Public Works to enlarge, extend, 
improve and develop this Airport owned by the Commonwealth, beginning on 
December 1, 1941, the date of termination of the lease of the Airport to the 
City of Boston.
GENERAL PROJECT FOR EXPANSION
The essential features of the project for the development of the Air­
port includes six long runways to be built wholly on new fill outside of the 
original Airport; reserving large areas of the existing airfield for the 
future permanent terminal facilities, and the creation of sites for hangar 
areas at the rear of this terminal and the construction of adequate approach 
highways from the traffic arteries in East Boston.
The total area of the proposed development covers about 2,000 acres, 
including the Airport as it existed in 1941.
The first stage provides for three runways, A, B and C, each 7,000 feet 
long, one in each of the three directions established. The current contract 
work will complete the permanent pavement on A and B and a temporary surface 
on C runway.
Temporary runways planned for use in advance of the completion of the 
permanent runways have been constructed; these are designated the 2-6 runway, 
the D runway and the C runway mentioned above. The lengths of these runways 
are as follows;
2-6 Runway - 5,900 feet 
D Runway - 4,000 feet 
C Runway - 7,000 feet
The Airlines have been using all three of these according to need. The 
four motor planes were first used on these runways on April 28, 1946.
This work was done under Contract Na, 847 with B. Perini & Sons, Inc.
Payment for Land Takings
Payment for land takings of the area of land and flats belonging to the 
Boston Port Development Company lying northerly of World War Memorial Park
and Neptune Road and extending along the northerly shore of East Boston to­
ward Belle Isle Inlet, amounting to about 15,677.1^8 square feet at a cost of 
$700,000, was made from the third Airport loan.
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Hydraulic Fill
The final payment under Contract No. 803 with the Gahagan Construction 
Corporation for placing certain hydraulic fill has been made. The total 
amount of this contract was $7,461,575.18, involving the pumping of 34,256,000 
cubic yard8.
'Die total yardage placed under the two contracts for hydraulic fill was 
39,756,000 cubic yards at a total cost of $8,707,721.
Construction of Permanent Runways A and B
The construction of the two permanent runways A and B, each 7,000 feet long,under Contract 873 with U. Deliatteo Construction Company and Contract 879 
with B. Perini & Sons, Inc. has advanced to the following extent.
Excavation 
Gravel Base 
Top Gravel 
Pavement Stone 
Bituminous Concrete
Runway A Runway B
95/i completed 100j£ complete
95/£ completed QO$> completed
about 75/C completed 20% completed
60^ completed 10j£ completed
4Off* completed 0
Taxiway C and Taxiway at North Bulkhead
In order to facilitate the use of the C runway for its full length the 
partial construction of the so-called C taxiway has been undertaken. This work 
is being dohe as an extension of Contract No. 873 with the U. DeMatteo Construc­
tion Company under which the northerly 3,000 feet of that runway has been con­
structed. This taxiway is parallel to Runway C and it extends from the northerly 
bulkhead to the north end of C. This partial construction consisting of excava­
ting the clay fill and placing the first layer of gravel (2 l/2 feet thick) at 
this time will expedite a future contract for pavement construction.
The initial excavation and gravel fill, representing a similar partial con­
struction of the taxiway area at the northerly bulkhead is being done as an ex­
tension of Contract No. 879 with B. Perini & Sons, Inc. and will afford a longer 
period of consolidation of the gravel and clay fill in this area, which is a 
part of the apron and future taxiways at the future permanent terminal building.
Lighting of Temporary Runways
The lighting of temporary runways under Contract No. 890 with Kenworthy & 
Taylor, Inc. has been partially completed as follows: The 2-6 runway lighting 
has been completed and is in use; the lighting on D runway is about 80^ com­
pleted; about 40^ lighting on C runway is completed. The type of lights in­
stalled are the so-called Bartow high intensity limits, spaced 400 feet apart 
longitudinally and 200 feet transversely on each side of the runways. The 
lights are to be salvaged after temporary use and will be used on the permanent 
installation.
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Obstruction Lights
The extension of temporary runway 2-6 to a length of 6,000 feet with the 
center line of approach only 300 feet from the shore line of Governors Island 
made the placing of lights on the high points of the island imperative.
No electric power is available, therefore gas-operated flashing beacons 
of the A m y  type were planned for the location. The shelters have been erected, 
the lights are at hand, and the gas tanks are expected immediately, therefore 
the units should be in operation within a short time. These light shelters are 
being constructed under Contract No. 895 with Joseph S. Curcio.
In order to mark the hill and trees of World War Memorial Park opposite the other end of runway 2-6 a standard obstacle light was mounted on a 70-ft. 
pole obtained from the Edison Company and powered from an adjacent existing 
Edison power line.
Main Drain Between Porter and Prescott Streets
The construction of the main drain within the area for future hangars be­
tween Porter and Prescott Streets is about 60% completed. This progress in­
cludes the whole cast-in-place section of conduit and 150 ft. of precast con­
crete pipe 7'-0" in diameter and 80 ft. of 6»-6" x 4*-4H conduit connecting with 
the drain from the Boston & Albany Railroad yard. This work is being done under 
Contract No. 852 with the C. & R. Construction Company of Roslindale.
Temporary Terminal Building
The Temporary Terminal Building was essentially completed on May 16, 1946 
and dedicated with appropriate ceremonies on that date, at which time His Excel­
lency, Governor Maurice J. Tobin, accepted the building for the Commonwealth and 
officially opened the building for the air transportation activities.
On May 17, 1946 the five airlines which had been operated in the Adminis­
tration Building began full service from the Temporary Terminal Building.
This building provides offices and ticketing facilities for the airlines.
The eleven airplane gate positions are located on the northerly side of tne 
building and the public entrances to the building are on the southerly side to­
gether with stands for taxicabs, limousines, and buses, and a limited area for 
general parking of personal cars. An observation deck on the roof of the Ter­
minal Building offers an attractive viewpoint for seeing the loading and unload­
ing of airplanes, and this facility is one of the sources of revenue to the Com­
monwealth.
A covered passageway connecting this terminal with the Administration Build­
ing is now nearly completed.
This work is being done under Contract No. 841 with the Marson Construction 
Company.
• • 
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Hanger Sites
As an initial step in the development of hangar sites for the airlines 
at the westerly portion of the Airport, the Department plans the filling of 
certain low areas with material obtained from Governors Island. This work 
will cover an area of about 33 acres and will be done by contract.
Airlines have indicated to the Department that they will require in the 
near future space for eight hangar lots for permanent hangars.
A location for a temporary hangar has been assigned to the American Air­
lines at a lot southerly of the present American Airlines hangar, covering 
an area of about 39,600 square feet. It is expected that the erection of this 
hangar will be started in the near future.
International Passenger Accommodations
In accordance with the provisions of Chapter 396, Acts of 1946, and act­
ing under the authority of an order from His Excellency, Governor Maurice J. 
Tobin, the Department has established quarters in a portion of the National 
Guard Building for handling international passengers and for the necessary 
offices for 0. S. Customs, Health and Immigrations Services and for airline 
operations.
In order to facilitate the handling of passengers and baggage efficiently 
and to conform to the requirements of the Federal departments involved, the 
Department has arranged for minor alterations and temporary re-arrangement of 
existing facilities.
A temporary service road has been built from Porter Street to Maverick Street 
and an extension of that road is under construction alongside of Maverick 
Street and continuing to the southerly bulkhead to acconanodate the heavy truck 
traffic and to prevent such traffic from using the city streets in that vici­
nity.
Apple Island, near the end of runway B, containing about 9 acres, has been ex­
cavated down to the runway level, a portion of the island being incorporated 
as part of the runway. The loam from the island has been stored for future 
use and the excavated material has been used as fill for the shoulders of the 
runways.
Governors Island is the source of supply for material required for the shoulders 
of the runways. As noted elsewhere in this report about 600,000 cubic yards of 
material will be removed and placed as filling for the hangar areas.
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Navigational Aids
The Department is undertaking the basic construction for the instal­
lation of navigational aids to be installed on C runway by the Civil Aero­
nautics Administration for instrument landings. One item in this construc­
tion is the grading and filling of an area 200 feet by 500 feet located 
1,000 feet northerly of the north end of C Runway for a localizer station 
and its access road about 1,000 feet long. This work is being done under 
Contract No. 873 with U. DeMatteo Construction Company.
Another item in this category is the construction of a narrow timber 
and pile walkway 1,500 feet long at the southerly end of C runway to sup­
port the approach lane lights. A contract for this pier has been awarded 
to the Blakeslee-Rollins Corporation of Boston.
Both the localizer station equipment and its housing, and the approach 
lighting on the approach pier will be installed by the Civil Aeronautics 
Administration at no cost to the Commonwealth when the basic construction 
is completed.
World War Memorial Park
The placing of hydraulic fill for the Airport extension has resulted 
in shoaling of the foreshore of World War Memorial Park, so that the De­
partment has underway the excavation of material on the shore at that point 
and is placing sand in order to provide a suitable beach slope and pool for 
recreational purposes, which will become available in the very near future.
A field survey has been completed and plans are being prepared for the 
large recreational area to replace World War Memorial Park.
CONSULTING SERVICES
In addition to consulting services previously reported on, the Depart­
ment has arranged for the following:
Terminal Charges
Tiie subject of terminal charges, rates of rental to be paid for spaces 
occupied by all types of activities customarily developed by an Airport and 
all charges to be made by an Airport authority involve many considerations. 
In order to arrive at a sound basis for all such charges and to insure the 
Commonwealth a just return for expenditures made from public funds to pro­
vide an adequate and attractive Airport, the Department has entered into a 
contract with Mr. Herbert A. Horgan, as Negotiator, to advise the Department 
on these matters.
/
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GHKhfUL HOWARD L&W3SS0E LOOAH AIRPORT 
Summary of Contracts In Fores July 1, 1945 to June 30, 1945
Contract 840, dated July is, 1945, with Charles R. Burns, for 
construction of a helium tank shelter is estimated to cost approximately
1058.00.
Contract 841, dated September 14, 1945, with the '¿arson 
Construction Company, Incorporated, for constructing the Temporary 
Terminal Building is estimated to cost approximately $180,000.00.
Contract 843, dated July 13, 1945, with B. Terini & Sons, 
Incorporated, for constructing and testing a runway test section is 
estimated to cost approximately $15,28?.00.
Contract 844, dated July 7, 1945, with Raymond Concrete Pile Company, 
for taking test borings is estimated to cost approximately #1,415.00.
Contract 845, dated August 31, 1945, with G. H* Cronin, for 
installing the necessary plumbing and sewer and water connections to the 
Engineers field office and laboratory is estimated to cost 
approximately #870.00.
Contract 845, dated September 21, 1945, with Anthony Calvagne, for 
«Moving and resetting chain link fences is estimated to cost 
approximately #8,055.05.
Contract 847, dated August 20, 1945, with B. “erial 3fe Sons, 
Incorporated, for construction of temporary runways and excavating per­
manent runways "A* and "B" is estimated to cost approximately 
$1,349,773.52.
Contract 848, dated September 11, 1945 with B. lerinl a ~ons, 
Incorporated, for taxiway resurfacing is estimated to cost approximately 
$18,943.74.
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Contract 849, dated September 18» 1945» with Charles A. Leary 
Company, for taking wash borings is estimated to cost approximately 
¿8,256.98.
Contract 852, dated December 4, 1945, with, the 0 h B Construction 
Company, for constructing the main drain between Porter and Prescott 
Streets is estimated to cost approximately 1180,000.00.
Contract 853, dated September 18, 1945» with Howard Williams, for 
consultant services on drainage facilities Is estimated to cost 
approximately $1,000*00.
Contract 854, dated October 9, 1945, with Charles 0. Horing, for 
architectural services on garage alterations is estimated to cost 
approximately $991.30.
Contract 856, dated Boveaber S7, 1945, with the Bay State Dredging 
and Contracting Company, for dredging in Pleasant Park Yacht Club area 
is estimated to cost approximately $19,230.00.
Contract 868, dated Bovember 27, 1945, with Charles 0. Lorlng, for 
architectural services on construction of the Temporary Terminal Building 
is estimated to cost approximately $959.07.
Contract 873, dated February 12, 1946, with M. DeMatteo Construction 
Company, for constructing surface on 'runways, taxiway, Bast Bulkhead Hoad, 
Service Hoads, the Cleveland Street access Road, Including excavation and 
grading is estimated to cost approximately $2,000,000.00.
Contract 874, dated February 12, 1946, with John Capobianoo, for 
Fault WC" tower removal and alterations is estimated to cost approximately 
¿2,000.00.
Contract 876, dated January 29, 1945» with Eugene Orodon, for 
consulting services on electric power is estimated to cost approximately
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Contract 679, dated April 10, 1940, with B. lerini & ¿oas, 
Incorporated, for paving runways WA* and ”BW Is estimated to cost 
approximately §1,267,745*00«
Contract 890, dated May 7, 1946, with Meawortby and Taylor, 
Incorporated, for constructing a temporary lighting system on runways 
*D% *2-6” and "G” is estimated to cost approximately §37,629,00*
Contract 893, dated May 24, 1946, with security Fence Company, 
for constructing a chain link fence is estimated to cost approximately 
§695,00«
Contract 894, dated Kay 24, 1946, with Martin J, Felly, for 
construction of a concrete curbing at the Temporary Terminal Building 
is estimated to cost approximately §1,172.88.
Contract 895, dated May 24, 1946, with Joseph a. Curclo, for 
constructing obstruction light shelters is estimated to cost 
approximately §826.00.
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BEDFORD AIRPORT
The Federal Government has continued its use of the Boston Auxiliary 
Airport at Bedford throughout the fiscal year.
On 0ctoberl6, 1945, the Cosnrisad oners signed an extension of an existing 
lease dated October 7, 1942 to American Airlines,Inc., for the use of the 
airport at Bedford as an auxiliary port to the General ¿«award Lawrence Logan 
Airport at Bast Boston, until «June 30, 1946.
Chapter 442 of the Acts of 1946, approved »June 6, 1946, provided that 
upon the return to the Commonwealth of the control of the Bedford Airport, 
known as Han scorn Field, it shall be maintained and operated by the 
Massachusetts Aeronautics Commission, and all future construction work at 
said airport shall be done by or under the direction of this Commissi«».
Under the provisions of the above Act all saps, charts, plans, records 
and all other related documents in possession of the department pertaining 
to the acquisition, construction, maintenance and operation of Han scorn 
Field have been transferred and delivered to the Massachusetts Aeronautics
C ©Emission
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RIVERS, HARBORS, TIDE WATERS Ai© FORESHORES OUTSIDE OF
BOSTQJf HARBOR
For tbs Improvement of rivers, harbors, tide waters aid foreshores 
outside of Boston Harbor, in accordance with Section II of Chapter 91 
of the General laws, there has been available during the year the sum 
of $100,000, provided that all expenditures for the protection ©f 
shores shall be on the condition that at least fifty per cent of the 
cost is covered by contributions from municipalities or other organiza­
tions and individuals* In the case of dredging channels for harbor 
iiaprovements at least twenty-five per cent of the cost shall be so 
covered*
An expropriation of $25,000 m s  also made for the maintenance of 
structures, and for repairing damages along the coast line of the 
Commonwealth, and for the removal of wrecks and other obstructions from 
tide waters.
An appropriation of $250,000 m s  also made to cover the provisions 
of Chapters 686 and 734 of the Acts of 1945*
Under Chapter 686, the Department was authorized to carry out the 
improvement of harbors and waterway» in the following towns: Duxbury 
Shores; Scituate Shore; Wlnthrop Shore; Yarmouth Shore; East Boston 
Shore; Barnstable Shore; Falmouth Shore; Lynn Harbor*
Under Chapter 734, the Department was authorized to contribute 
from available funds money to reimburse such owners of shore front 
property in the town or county of Barnstable up to but not more than 
fifty per cent of the cost of such work as done, in process and con­
tracted for, made necessary by flood and hurricane, said cost to be 
determined by the Department of Public «arks.
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On January IS, 1946, a public hearing was held tor petitioners 
and interested jar ties on the proviaions of Chapters 666 and 734 ot 
the Acts of 1945» as a result of which the Department took under 
consideration the several petitions for work under Chapter 686 
proceeded to investigate further a large number of claims for reim­
bursement which were filed under the provisions uf Chapter 734* These 
matters were still under consideration at the end of the fiscal year 
and no work was undertaken or reimbursements made*
Information as to work previously done in rivers and harbors at 
the Commonwealth may be found in the annual reports of the Board of 
Harbor and hand Commissioners, the Commission on' Waterways and Public 
lends, the Division of Waterways and Public hands of the Department of 
Public Works aid Hie Department of Public works*
An account of work done between July 1, 1945 and June 30, 1946 for
the improvement of rivers and harbors, tide waters and foreshores out~
♦
side of Boston Harbor follows*
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BARNSTABLE
On February 5, 1946, a contract was awarded to the American 
Hydraulic Dredging Company for dreeing a shoal area in the channel 
entrance to West Bay*
This work was completed June 12, 1946 at a cost of $4,062*80.
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CAPE CCD CiMAL PIER - BOUHHE
She use of the Capo Cod Canal Pier by the United States Coast 
Guard continued until November IS, 1945 on which date the pier was 
vacated and the Department directed the United States Coast Guard 
to restore the premises to their former condition*
Pending the result of legislation to authorise the Department 
to lease the pier, no further action was taken on restoration of 
the premises during the jeer*
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Chatham
Work, continued on the dredging of a channel and basin in 
Aunt Lydia*s Cove under contract No. 821 with the American 
Hydraulic Dredging Company.
The work was completed on December 22, 1945 at a cost o f  
|9 ,4 3 6 .9 5 . a  contribution of ¿2 ,62 2.50 was made by the town of 
Chatham toward the cost of this work.
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DEHKIS
On March 5 , 1946» a contract was awarded to Henry *• Merry 
far repairs to the 4«tty at desalt Harbor. This work was completed May 21» 1946 at a cost o f $8*910.60.
On June 21, 1946, Contract 884 was awarded to Frederick ¥. 
Lawrence for the construe Lion of two jetties and repairs to two 
existing jetties adjacent to the Lighthouse Inn property in Denials. 
This work has not yet started*
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FALL RIVER
Under Chapter 665 of the Acts of 1945, the department of Public Tories 
ffiS authorized to construct a pier end storage terminal facilities, do
such dredging and filling, constrict drains, sewers, railroad and highway
andc o n n e c tio n s  as may be necessary or desirable,/purchase or take necessary property  by eminent domain, except railroad property which may be purchased 
by agreement with a railroad or railway corporation.
The Department shall enter into contracts with responsible person or 
persons, providing for the leas© for a period of not less than 20 years of 
the property purchased or taken under authority of this Act, at a rate 
sufficient to amortize 60 per cent of the cost to the Commonwealth of the 
facilities included in the terms of the lease within a period of twenty years.
Under section 5 of the Act, the Department is authorized to prepare 
preliminary plans for the facilities authorized within the limits of funds 
appropriated for such work.
Upon request of the department, with the approval of the Governor and 
Council, the State Treasurer shall issue bonds not exceeding In the aggregate, 
$1,500,000, provided that no bonds shall be issued until one or mere leases 
shall have been entered Into.
Under the provisions of section 5 of this Act, surveys have been made, 
preliminary plans prepared and contract 888 was awarded to bh&rles beary 
Company April 16, 1946, to make test borings at the site of the proposed pier. 
This contract was completed May 21, 1946, at a cost of 15,189.52.
Several conferences were held with representatives of the city of *all 
River, but no leases have been entered into or property acquired up to the 
close of the fiscal year.
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FhlM)Vm
Under Contract 823 with Merry Contracting Service» repairs 
were made to the east jetty at the entrance to Falmouth Inner 
Harbor* This work was completed October 10» 1945 at a cost of 
$6,900*00.
On December 18» 1945» a contract was xiiade with the American 
Hydraulic Dredging Company for redredging the entrance channel at 
Falmouth Inner Harbor* This work was couple ted March 22, 1946 at 
a cost of $11 »527.50* The town of Falmouth contributed one-half 
of the cost of this work.
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GLOUCESTER FIS B PIER
Under Chapter 653 of the Acta of 1S45, the department of Public ^orks 
was authorized to construct an additional story on the freezer building 
and to add to the storage freezing rooms and ice making facilities, In 
accordance with a plan submitted by Pay, Spofford and Thorndike, Engineers.
This Act also authorized the expenditure of #250,000 to cover the cost 
of the work provided that the Gloucester Community Pier Association, Inc. 
shall first execute an agreement with the department to repay to the Com­
monwealth the cost ©i su en work together with expenses incidental thereto, in 
ten equal annual payments, the first payment to be made on the date of comple­
tion of said work, as determined tg the department, and said payment s to be 
in addition to the rentals provided for in the present lease of said pier or 
any renewal thereof, and provided further, that said Gloucester Community 
Pier Associât!on,Inc. shall forthwith execute an agreement with the départ­
aient renewing the present lease for the full period, ending September 30, 1969 
under the terms provided in such right of renewal by Chapter 303 of the Acts 
of 1936.
The above stated agreements were executed between the department and the 
Gloucester Community Pier Association, Inc. on October 16, 1945.
On October 16, 1946, Fay, Spofford and Thorndil e, Engineers, were employed 
as consultants to prepare contract plans and specifications for the construc­
tion proposed in this Act, end the work was advertised and bids received on 
&ay 7, 1946.
All bids were rejected as of ¿une 25, 1946 by the department as the price 
bid was in excess of the appropriation available, and no further work was 
done on this project during the fiscal year*
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GRJ^ SV.&TBS POm, B1CSET
At Greenwafcer fond in Beeket, a new concrete spillway and dike 
for flood control on the west branch of the flonsatonic Kiver was 
constructed under a contract awarded to David M. Deans, on June 25, 1945. 
This work was completed December 18» 1945, at a contract cost of
112,412.20.
Upon completion of this work, James Costello of becket was employed 
to operate the gate in the« spillway and supervise the control of water 
In the pond for the auu of &10Q a year.
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HULL
On Hoveaiber 27, 1945, a contract was awarded to 
Slaeasen and Fernandes for repairs to the footing at the south 
end of the sea wall at Green Hill, Hull.
This work was completed on January 1, 1946 at a cost of
$ 2 ,198.00.
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MEDFISLD and MILLIS
Oa June B6, 1945, a contract was awarded to 
Merry Contracting service for the removal of an old railroad 
trestle which was considered a menace in the Charles River in the 
towns of Medfield and Millie.
This work was completed on July 11, 1945 at a cost of $480.00
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NEW BEDFORD STATE PIER
Under Chapter 673 of the Acts of 1945, the Department of Public Tories 
fas authorized to construct additional pier and storage terminal facilities 
at the New Bedford State Pier, and in connection therewith, do such, dredg­
i n g ,  filling, construction of drains, sewers, railroad and highway connec­
tions and approaches, and remodel, repair and extend the present pier 
property.
For the purpose of this Act, the Department may expend sums not exceeding
1250,000.
Under the provisions of the above ACt, a contract vms awarded «larch 12,
1945 to •John Kitson for the construction and relocation of a sewer pipe 
out let •
This work was completed June 6, 1946, at a cost of $6,413.50.
u^ring the year, the firm of Taliman, LaBrode and Rounseville, Architects, 
was engaged to prepare plans and specifications for alterations to the 
existing pier shed.
These plans were completed and on March 26, 1945, a contract was awarded 
to Frederick W. Byron for alterations to the existing pier shed, at an 
istimated cost of #101,852.
Work on this contract began on April 22, 1946, and continued throughout
the fiscal year.
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BEDFORD
Under Chapter 597 of the Acts of 1945, the Apartment of Public hooka 
Kthorlaed to call end convey certain land. In the Acuahnet Blver, 
bedford, for airport purpoaea, and to release the City of *ea Bedford 
any chars«» for tide eater land occupied under lioenae 2537. 
on f e w M  27, 1945, *lth the approval of the Attorney General, a 
4Md *as signed by the Coordsalocre granting an area of land In accord­
e d  elth Chapter 597 of the Acts of 1045, and a release *se sranted to 
tie city of Hen bedford fro» chargee fbr land occupied under license 2637.
-
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OAK BLUFFS
On Decamber 18, 1945, contract 870 was awarded to Turner and 
Breivogel of Falmouth, for stone riprap protection for sea walla 
damaged by recent hurricanes.
This «or* was completed February 13, 1»«. *» a contract cost of 
yl&, 420* 31 •
On May 81, 1946, contract 882 was awarded to Turner and BrelTogel 
of Falmouth, for the construction of a stone sound for the protection
of the embankment at Sea 'view Avenue.
Work on this contract was atlll in progress at the close of the
fiscal year.
The estimated cost of this work is #16,900.00.
On hay 24, 1946, contract 892 was awarded to Turner and Brelwogel 
Of Falmouth, for the construction of four stone jetties at sea View 
nVcnue and at East Chop*
work on tills contract was still In progress at the close of the 
fiscal year*
The estimated cost of this work is ¿8,8X4.00*
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PLYMGUTH
On November 18, 1945, contract 863 was awarded to the «arson 
Construct!cxi Company, Inc. for a concrete retaining well and filling at 
the Plymouth State Pier, to repair the damage caused by the hurricane 
of September, 1944«
This work was completed April 2, 1946, at a/cost of ^2,773.80.
On January 22, 1946, contract 864 was awarded to bllison See, Inc. 
to sake repairs to the roof of the canopy over Plymouth hock.
This work was completed May 9, 1946, at a contract cost of fl,879.10. 
On April 18, 1946, contract 883 was awarded to Horn Brothers, Inc. 
for the construction of a jetty and riprap protection to the sea wall 
at Warrens Gove.
This work was completed May 28, 1946, at a contract cost of 43,737.19.
contract
\
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PROVINCE LANDS
ay chapter 470 of the Acts of 1893» the hoard of r end land
Coacissloaara was given general car© and supervision of an area con­
taining about 3,810 acres, known as the Province Lauda at Pro vine© torn * 
Curing the year a maintenance crew has been employed on the property 
for the maintenance of the trees, fire stops, bathing beaches and 
gistorloal sites in East ham, North I’ruro and Provineetown*
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PROVIMCE'FGï- N TERCENTENARY COMMISSION
During the jesr the land at Provincetown, acquired by the 
frcvireetcmn Tercentenary Commission, and placed under the control 
of the Department, «fare 2£, 1926, has been cared for from funds 
appropriated for this area and the Province bends*
An employee has been kept at vork during the sumraer to maintain
the park in proper condition
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READING DRAINAGE 
Lake Quannapowitt
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Under the provisions of Chapter 458 of the Acts of 1939, the 
Department has made takings of easements in certain parcels of land
* :• »■ ■ , * •» ... Agi- s: v  i .  ft, * . * . / . *  v  T/ ¿-. £ * : . ^
in the town of Reading.
During the year adjustments of these takings have been under
consideration and settlements are still in progress.
. *
All work under this project has been completed and no further 
work was done during the fiscal year*
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XMFROVBKiiKT O F  RIVERS ARC STREAKS
Under the provisions of chapter 513 of the Acts of 1939 and Chapter 419 
of the Acts of 1941, the work of stream clearance and protection against 
flood damage has been continued.
Contract 836 with David Deans, for concrete spillway and dike at 
Grseawater Bond in Backet, was completed December 18, 1945, at a contract 
cost Of 112,418.20.
As a result of damage from a freshet in the spring of 1946, an agreement 
las made with David S, Doans for channel excavation in the Rest River in 
the town of Rsncock.
This work was completed at a  contract cost of ^9,073.47.
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«I8CI2LL4SHOU&
Ormai i’orìds
Furi «dietìon of great pentì* toeloaging to thè Co£y~i«j***©&lth «&i 
glven to thè Board of larbor and Land Carpitesi onere by Charter 
313 of thè ¿et* of 1388» fili* set per talli® to pcm&s contali* lag 
in thelr naturai state ¡acre than ben acri-* of land» imfchorfty 
to *«11 or eonray or lene©, sufojest to th* approvai of thè 
Governo r and Connati * any of ilio le land® owietì by thè t tate in 
great r>«od* w&e given late? by Chapter 370 of thè &©fc® of 1904, 
no* seetleas 2 of Ch&ptar 91 of thè ©onerati h&ws*
Durlng tfa© year thè Dopar teent ha* eonaidered raafctars relating 
to thè follavi ng penda t India» Head Fond, hanaonj Fast idonponsett 
b?nd, Mlfaotl baie« ^jouanapovltt, lakefield; Hovey Fondi, ùr&fttmj 
Stetson* a Portò, Pexabrokc; Wood* Food, KliMìeborough; Lek,e 
SGnthrop, Holliston; Vaughans Postò, Cerverj La e ■-ihaLoRi, Luneriburg 
and Leoa&aater j Lo veli* © Portò, Lama tabi e} Al usa Food, Sturbrldge; 
Farish Portò, Otta; 'aneìmug Poetò, Douglas; Baddacook Pentì, aroto«; 
Le ad line Portò, Sturbrltìgej Spoetaci e Pentì, Lanca »ter; Soughfc Far 
Pentì, Gestfortì} Fort Portò, Lanciateri Ponfcooaue Lak«, Pittai! *ld.
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c o m o w m ^ m  PBomanr at t v z m w n
The Commonwealth property at Jlysiouth, acquired by the 
Pilgrim Tercentenary Cosaaiesion m &  placed under the juris­
diction of th© l>epartra©ut July 17, 1924, has been minfc&ined 
throughout the year*
During the year a caretaker has been employed and the 
grounds and pier have been eared for and minor repairs made 
'iader an appropriation of #3,500*
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CONSERVING AND »¿UALIZINO THE FLOW OF WATER 1» RIVERS AND HARBORS
Under Chapter 359 of the Acts of 1909, Chapter 564 of the Acts of 
1912, and Chapter 84 of the Resolves of 1917, cooperation m s  established 
between the Cosssotwealth and the ftater Resources £ ranch of the United 
Stsfces Geological Purvey so that results of the work relating to the gauging 
of streams within the Comonm&lfch and other work of a similar character 
by «aid survey M l  been obtained for use by the Department and are 
available also for other departments of the Commonwealth.
CO~VI"   
Under ChQpter 3  t t ote 9, t r  t t e eta ot 
1912, and ·b.ar,t(tr  r tb:  il t5ol :  ' 7. perati n w e establish d 
betwetn tr~ ~.nw lth. b · te fi -ao re~.  Era eh of the United 
States u:1,eylQSicsl Sur     l a f 01-  r l tin  to tb8 gauging 
of streams ithin t  .a.irol•wetlt 1"' . r- or  r  .. ie-11.ar character 
bys.aid _sttt".rey ·i~t"$ -t in: a "' t ~ lio a?"tBiGont a:t;'.i ar. 
4vailable l QO i"'o~ b. l' t\l"t t e : t o monwealth. 
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coc< ¡^rivv m m  7a'TT* nn-‘ r>»*r s g ; oLochhf ■ ¡iivor
Under appropriation« mane by the Legislature for the purpose* 
the Department tms continued this year cooperative work with the 
United States Geological Survey in the si&klng of a new topographical 
map of Massachusetts, a geological survey and map to determine 
the natural resources of the Connonwealth, in the work of stream 
gauging within the State and in th© Investigation of the ground 
water resources of Massachusetts*
Remapping of the Commonwealth
Under the provisions of Chapter 215 of the Acta of 1935 the 
Department ha» continued the making of a new topographic map 
of th© Coamonwealth in cooperation with the 'United State» 
eologteal Survey* Sheets of the m m map are being published 
from time to time, although the work lias not yet been completed 
and the entire edition is not yet available* Some of the new 
naps are being revised and published from time to time, ¿he 
new maps already published are on sale by the United States 
Geological Survey at Washington, D. €•
Geological Survey and laps
Chapter 457 of the Acts of 1938 amended Chapter £15 of the
Acts of 1933 to provide, not only for the preparation of contour
topographical survey but, in addition, a geological survey and
map to determine and locate the natural resources of the
Commonwealth. This work has been carried on since 1938 in
cooperation with th© United States Geological Survey, leporta
published for distribution are obtainable through the 
assachusetts Department of Ihiblic Works.
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ADVISCRY HYDRAULIC SERVICES
the contract, dated May IS, 1945, with Howard M. Turner for 
performing and furnishing to the Department of Public Works 
advisory hydraulic engineering services in connection with flood 
control work has continued throughout the year*
During the year, Mr* turner lias made studies and reports on 
flood control on the Quineb&ug EUver, Lake ¿uinsigamond, Dodgeville 
Bm in Attleboro, and on the Charles liver, and has consulted with 
the Department on various matters pertaining to drainage areas and 
stream flow*
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:>urlng the period .froin July 1 , 1945 to June SO, 1946» the 
Department has granted 96 lice.iees for work to be done in 
tide water, greet ponds, Connecticut hiver end ierritaaek Hiver, 
and In rivers and streams under the provisions of section 6 
of Chapter 513 of the Acts of 1339, The Department has also 
¿-ranted 90 permits for miscellaneous purposes and approved 
66 permits issued by municipal authorities for the construction 
and maintenance of fish weirs in tide water.
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FEjT RAL APPROPRIATIONS AEG TAB! .61TUK1..S
Federal appropriations and expenditures for the improvement of rivers and Imrbors in Massachusetts from the establishment of the Government to the close of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1946, are shown in the following tables furnished by the Chief 
of Engineers, U. A ray;
TABLE WO* 1 —  Localities at which work was done during the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 19 46;
LOCALITY APPROPRIATIONS
Boston Harbor #18,623,977*00Weymouth Fore River 1,045,125*00(1)Cape Cod Canal 40,430,629.00lew Bedford and Fairhaven Harbor 2,320,221.00(2)Fell River Harbor 1.151.083.00
EXPENDS: TURKS»
#18,598,8781,015,54339,936,7282,320,2211,131,065
TOTAL /63,551,035.00 63,002,453.00
(1) Ixcluaive of 100,000 contributed funds
(2) Exclusive of 20,400 contributed funds
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íÁSL! H t 2 - Localities at which no work was done during the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 1946;
locality 
m tio RiverSarbor of Refuge at Man tucked
rd artown Harbor
Vineyard Haven HarborSe*buryport Harbor','erriBiack River
Ipswich Rivert.esex RiverSandy Bay, Cape AnnSockport HarborGloucester Harbor and Ann!square RiverManchester HarborBeverly HarborSalem HarborMarblehead Harbor
flnthrop HarborMalden RiverDorchester Bay and Kopenset River
town RiverIngham HarborCohasaet HarborScituate Harbor
Duxbury Harborling*ton Harborfareham Harborfell fleet HarborProvince town Harbor
lyaimis HarborLittle harbor, Woods Hole¡foods Hole ChannelCanapltsit Channelfestport RiverCuttyhunk HarborTaunton RiverBass RiverBuzzards hay arbor (heepech et Rock)
Posow RiverPlymouth HarborLynn HarborSeymouth Back RiverCross Rip Shoals, Han tucket Sound■’enemsha Creek, Marthas Vineyard *
Chatham (Stage) HarborPollock P&p shoals, Nantucket SoundTOTAL
(1) Exclusive of HID ,000 contributed(2) Exclusive of | 5,000 contributed(3) Exclusive of 100,000 contributed(4) Exclusive of $62,000 contributed(5) Txclusive of hill,763 contributed(6) ixclusive of 11,643 contributed
APPROPRIATIONS EXPENDITURES
# 959,763.00 i 954,174.00774,564.00 774,584.0045,614.00(1) 45,614.0062,573.00 82,573.00754,279.00 754,279.00517,752.00 517,752.005,618.00 5,618.0030,000.00(2) 30,000.001,941,470.00 1,941,478.0091,229.00 91,229.00664,305.00 664,505.0023,966.00 23,986.00246,690.00(3) 246,690.00107,957.00 107,957.00584.00 584.008,993.00 8,993.00149,950.00(4) 149,950.00128,176.00 128,176.00298,357.00(5) 298,357.0038,317.00 36,517.0010,000.00 10,000.00313,818.00 313,818.0037,000.00 37,000.008,940.00 8,940.0095,997.00 95,997.0011,350.00 11,350.00389,582.00 389,582.00224,450.00 224,450.0018,000.00 18,000.00350,260.00 350,260.009,113.00 9,113.003,000.00 3,000.0044,028.00(6) 44,828.00475,811.00 475,811.0020,150.00 20,150.002,500.00 2,500.0050,941.00 50,941.00512,882.00(7) 512,882.00855,336.00 855,336.0075,741.00(8) 75,741.0072,437.00 65,555.00
50,260.00 50,260 ¿001.818.225*00 1.812.223.00,.■12,314. 44.00 12,302,353.00
funds (7) Exclusive of ¿108,400 con­funda tribuíed fundsfunds (8) Ixclusive of #20,000 funds contributed fundsfunds «■ Authorized In River and Barbo; funds Act approved arch 2, 1945.Ho work or costs to date.
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i
CONTRACT HO« 803, dated October 8, 1944
Placing hydraulic filling for embankments *A" and 
MB" at General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport,
East Boston*
Gahagan Construction Corporation
#7,461,575.18
Completed March 12, 1946
CONTRACT HO* 804* dated Leptsmber 19, 1944
Installation of rang© lights at General Edward 
Lawrence Logan Airport, East Boston.
William Gens and fcon
#2,996.68
Completed August 2, 1945
CONTRACT NO. 820. dated March 27, 1945
Work: Repairs to plaster walls at Comsaonwealth Pier 5, South Boston.
Contractor: John Y. C&van&gh
Contract Price: #1,764.60
Condition of Work: Completed July 2, 1945
CONTRACT NO. 821, dated April 30, 1945
Work: Dredging channel and basin in Aunt Lydia’s Cove, Chatham.
Contractor: American Hydraulic Dredging Company
Contract Price: #9,436.95
Condition of .ork: Completed December 22, 1945
Work:
Contractor: 
Contract Price: 
Condition of Work:
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CGNTRA.CT NO. 823, dated June 25, 1945
Work: Jetty repairs at Falmouth, Mashpee and Yarmouth.
Contractor: Merry Contracting Service
Contract Price: $47,420.00
Condition of Work: Work in progress
CONTRACT NO. 831. dated July 10, 1945
Work: Alterations to garage in the Administration Building at General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport, 
East Boston. (Conversion for use of Railway 
Mail Service.)
Contractor: Joseph E. Bennett Company
Contract Price: #9,913.00
Condition of Work: Completed December 1, 1945
CONTRACT NO. 832. dated June 14, 1945
Work: Wash borings in Boston Harbor at General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport, East Boston,
Contractor: Raymond Concrete Pile Company
Contract Price: $3,695.04
Condition of Work: Completed August 11, 1945
CONTRACT NO. 833, dated July 2, 1945
Work: Repairs to gangways, Kinnear, Ogden and other metal and wooden doors at Commonwealth Pier 5, 
South Boston.
Contractor: The Kinnear Manufacturing Company
Contract Price: $3,645.00
Coapleted June 30, 1946Condition of Work:
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Work:
Contractor:
CGHTRACT HO, 634, dated July 2. 1945
Repairs to elevator and elevator machinery at 
Commonwealth Pier 5, South Boston.
Consolidated Elevator Company
Contract Price: v4,207.50
Condition of Work: Completed June 30, 1946
CONTRACT NO. 835, dated June 26t 1945
Work: Removal of timber trestle in Charles River in Medfield and Millis.
Contractor: Merry Contracting Service
Contract Price: $480.00
Condition of Work: Completed July 11, 1945
CONTRACT NO. 836, dated June 25, 1945
Work: Construction of concrete spillway and dike, Greenwater Pond, Beeket.
Contractor: David M. Deans
Contract Price: 112,412.20
Condition of Work: Completed December 18, 1945
CONTRACT NO. 838, dated July 9f 1945
Work: Removal of cinders from heating plant at Commonwealth Pier 5, South Boston.
Contractor: Dominick B. Raymond
Contract Price: $504.00
Condition of Work: Completed August 20, 1945
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CONTRACT NO. 840, dated July 19, 1945
Work. Construction of helium tank shelter atGeneral Edward Lawrence Logan Airport, East 3oston.
Contractor: Charles R. Burns
Contract Price: 1858.06
Condition of Work: Completed September 5, 1945
CONTRACT NO. 841. dated September 14, 1945
Work: Construction of temporary terminal building at General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport,East Boston.
Contractor: Marson Construction Company, Incorporated
Contract Price: $172,777.00
Condition of Work: Work in progress
CONTRACT NO. 842. dated July 19, 1945
’Work: Repairs to boiler at heating plant, Commonwealth Pier 5, South Boston.
Contractor: Clarence A. Westhaver
Contract Price: $528.00
Condition of Work: Completed August 7, 1945
CONTRACT NO. 345. dated July 15, 1945
k. Furnishing labor and equipment services for
constructing and testing a runway test section 
at General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport,
East Boston.
Contractor: B. Perini and Sons, Incorporated
$12,220.75
Completed November 26, 1945
Contract Price: 
Condition of Work:
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Work :
Contractor: 
Contract Frtce: 
Condition of Y*ork:
CONTRACT NO« 844, dated July 51, 1945
Wash borings in Boston Harbor southerly of 
Governors Island.
Raymond Concrete File Company
#1,415.00
Completed September 7, 1945
CONTRACT NO. 845, dated August 51, 1945
Work: Installation of toilet and lavatory fixtures,
plumbing, sewer and water connections to 
engineers* field office at General Edward 
Lawrence Logan Airport, East Boston.
Contractor: C. H. Cronin, Incorporated
Contract Price: #650.00
Condition of Work: Completed October 1, 1945
C0HTRACT NO. 846, dated September 21, 1945
Work: Removing and resetting chain link fence at
General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport, East Boston.
Contractor: Anthony J. Calvagne
Contract Price: #2,065.05
Condition of Work: Completed November 21, 1945
Work:
Contractor : 
Contract Price: 
Condition of Work:
CONTRACT NO. 847. dated August 20, 1945
Construction of access road and temporary runways
and grading for permanent runways at
General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport, East Boston.
B. Perini and Sons, Incorporated
#769,891.00
Work in progress
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goHTRAGT HO. 848. dated September 11, 1945
Work: Resurfacing for taxiway at General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport, East Boston.
Contractor: B. Perini and Sons, Incorporated
Contract Price: $17,885.90
Condition of Work: Work in progress
OOKTRACT HO. 849. dated September 18, 1945
Work: - Wash borings on hydraulic fill, airport runways and areas northviest of General Edward Lawrence 
Logan Airport, East Boston.
Contractor: Charles A. Leary Company
Contract Price: $9,968.76
Condition of Work: Completed June 24, 1946
pOHTRAGT HO. 851. dated September 21, 1945_
Work: Painting interior of Administration Building at General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport, 
East Boston.
Contractor: Joseph J. Mayne Company
Contract Price: #2,428.00
Condition of Work: Completed December 14, 1945
qpTJTHACT HO. 852. dated December 4, 1945
Work: Construction of main drain from Porter Street to Prescott Street and connecting drain from 
Boston and Albany Railroad yard in East Boston.
Contractor: C and R Construction Company
Contract Price: $172,216.24
Condition of Work: Work In progress
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Work:
OQNTRâCT NO, 855, dated September 18, 1945
Consulting engineering services on design of 
drainage facilities at General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport, East Boston.
Contractor: Howard M. Williams
Contract Price: §50.00 per 8 hour day
Condition of ?/ork; Work in progress
CONTRACT HO. 654, dated October 9, 1945
Consulting architectural services for alterations to garage at Administration Building at 
General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport, East 3oston, to provide quarters for the United States Railway Mail service.
Charles G. Loring
10$ of cost of work §991,30
Completed December 1, 1945
CONTRACT NO. 855, dated November 6, 1945
Wash borings at New Bedford State Pier,New Bedford.
Charles A. Leary Company 
§3,129.67
Completed January 4* 1946
CONTRACT NO* 856, dated November 27, 1945
Work: Dredging at Pleasant Park Yacht Club 
vicinity in Winthrop. and
Contractor: Bay State Dredging and Contracting Company
Contract Price: §19,230.00
Condition of Work: Completed March 20, 1946
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Work :
Contractor : 
Contract Price: 
Condition of Work:
Work:
Contractor: 
Contract Price: 
Condition of Work:
Work:
Contractor: 
Contract Price: 
Condition of Work:
Work:
Contractor : 
Contract Price: 
Condition of Work:
CONTRACT NO. 858t dated December 18, 1945
Dredging entrance channel at Falmouth Inner 
Harbor, Falmouth.
American hydraulic Dredging Company 
#11,527.50
Completed March 22, 1946
CONTRACT NO. 860, dated March 5, 1946
Dredging and jetty repairs at Sesuit River, Dennis
Henry W. Merry
#8,910.00
Completed May 21, 1946
CONTRACT NO. 861, dated November 27, 1945 
Repairs to seawall at Green Hill, Hull.
Simensen and Fernandes 
#2,198.00
Completed January 5, 1946
CONTRACT NO. 865. dated December 18, 1945
Concrete retaining wall and filling at 
State Pier, Plymouth.
Marson Construction Company, Incorporated 
#2,773.80
Completed April 2, 1946
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COHTHACT SO# 864, dated January 22, 1946 
fork; Repairs to Plymouth Rook Canopy, Plymouth.
Contractor: Sillson Lee, Incorporated
Contract Price; #1,897.10
Condition of Work: Completed May 9, 1946
fork;
Contractor: 
Contract Price: 
Condition of Work:
CONTRACT NO. 867, dated Karch 12, 1946
Relocation of sewer pipe at State Pier, 
Hew Bedford.
John Kitson
#6,413.50
Completed Pune 6, 1946
Work:
Contractor: 
Contract Price: 
Condition of Work:
CONTRACT HO. 868, dated November 27, 1945
Architectural services on temporary terminal 
building at General Edward Lawrence Logan 
Airport, East Boston.
Charles G. Loring
#3,725.00
Work in progress
Work:
Contractor: 
Contract Price: 
Condition of Work:
CONTRACT HO. 870, dated December 18. 1945
Stone riprap protection for seawalls at Oak Bluffs
Turner and Sreivogei, Incorporated
*15,420.31
Completed February 13, 1946
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CONTRACT HO* 871, dated March £6, 1946
Work: Pier shed alterations at State Pier, Hew Bedford,
Contractor: Frederick W. Byron
Contract Price; $101,852,00
Condition of Work: Work in progress
CONTRACT HO. 872, dated February 5, 1946
Work: Dredging shoal area in channel entrance at West Bay, Barnstable.
Contractor: American Hydraulic Dredging Company
Contract Price: $4,062.50
Condition of Work: Completed June 12, 1946
CONTRACT HO. 873. dated February 12, 1946
fork: Constructing surface on runways, taxiway, last Bulkhead Road, service roads and Cleveland Street 
access road at General Bdward Lawrence Logan
Airport, last Boston,
Contractor: M. Deliatteo Construction Company
Contract Price: $2,302,680.75 __
Condition of Work: Work in progress
CONTRACT NO. 874, dated February 12, 1946
Work: Fault "C" alterations and removal of flood light poles at Vaults "B" and "D* at General Edward 
Lawrence Logan Airport, East Boston.
Contractor: John Capobiano
Contract Price: $1,978,66
Condition of Work: Completed March 27, 1946
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CONTRACT NO. 876. dated January 29. 1946
Work: Engineering services for lighting runways «A", and nGn and associated taxiways at 
General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport, East Boston
Contractor: Eugene Groden
Contract Price: #17,000.00
Condition of Work: Work in progress
CONTRACT NO. 879. dated April 10, 1946
Work: Paving runways "A" and nB* at General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport, East Boston.
Contractor: B. Perini and Sons, Incorporated
Contract Price: #1,267,745.00
Condition of Work: Work in progress
CONTRACT NO. 882. dated May 21, 1946
Work: Construction of stone riprap mound to replace damaged wall at Sea View Avenue, Oak Bluffs.
Contractor: Turner and Breivogel, Incorporated
Contract Price: #21,612.00
Condition of Work: Work In progress
CONTRACT NO. 883. dated April 16. 1946
Work: Construction of stone jetty and placing riprap protection against existing seawall at Warrens 
Cove, Plymouth.
Contractor: Horn Brothers, Incorporated
Contract Price; #3,737.19
Condition of Work: Completed May 28, 1946
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CONTRACT NO♦ 684« dated June 21, 1946
Work: Construction of two new Jetties and rebuilding two old Jetties at Lighthouse Inn, Dennis.
Contractor: Frederick Y. Lawrence
Contract Price: $7,400.00
Condition of Work: Work in progress
CONTRACT NO. 888. dated April 15, 1946
Work: Wash borings at site of proposed State Pier, Fall River.
Contractor: Charles A. Leary
Contract Price: $3,189.52
Condition of Work: Completed ¡¿ay 21, 1946
CONTRACT NO. 890. dated May 7t 1946
Work: Construction of temporary lighting system on runways *DW, ”2-6" and *C* at General Edward 
Lawrence Logan Airport, East Boston.
Contractor: Kenworthy and Taylor, Incorporated
Contract Price: $37,629.00
Condition of Work: Work in progress
CONTRACT NO. 892, dated May 24, 1946
Work: Construction of four stone Jetties at bathing beach, East Chop, Oak Bluffs.
Contractor: Turner and Breivogel, Incorporated
Contraot Price: $8,814.40
Condition of Work: Woik in progress
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CONTRACT NO* 893, dated May 24, 1946
Work: Removing and resetting chain Hide fence and erecting additional chain link fence at General 
Edward Lawrence Logan Airport, East Boston.
Contractor: Security Fence Company
Contract Price: $695.00
Condition of Work: Completed June 1, 1946
■ CONTRACT NO. 894, dated May 24, 1946
Work: Installing concrete curb around passageway and fingers #1 and #2 at the temporary terminal 
building, General Edward Lawrence Logan Airport, 
last Boston,
Contractor: Martin I. Kelly Company, Incorporated
Contract Price: #1,107.00
Condition of Work: Work in progress
CONTRACT NO. 895, dated May 24, 1946
Work: Construction of two obstruction light shelters at Governors Island.
Contractor: Joseph S. Cureio
Contract Price: #826.00
Condition of Work: Work in progress
CONTRACT NO. 896. dated June 18, 1946
Work: Repairs to concrete seawall and riprap protection at "The Glades", Scituate.
Contractor: John Kitson
Contract Price: $6,850.00
Condition of Work: Work in progress
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